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on the back of the neck.
I currently dote on two dogs and two cats who, like humans, have distinct
personalities. I rescued Maggie, my black Lab, from a ditch, very sick and
weak. I nursed her back to health only to find after having her a month that
she was pregnant. What a great experience for my daughter to witness the
birth of six beautiful puppies. With her gentle demeanor and abundant patience, I refer to Maggie as “the Dalai Lama of Doggies.”
My other dog, Kobi, came as a complete surprise to me, as I vowed to never
endure the puppy stage again. On my daughter’s 14th birthday, I set out
to get her a chinchilla only to return home with a Chihuahua. A matter of
semantics, I guess. As soon as I saw all 1½ pounds of him standing on his
hind legs adoringly staring me in the eyes, it was a done deal. We enjoy
Kobi’s fresh, curious energy and he and Maggie are best friends, playing and
snuggling together.
Tigger, my orange Tabby cat of 10 years, is the man of the house and keeps
the other pets in line. An efficient “watch cat,” he roams the property driving away any unwanted animal intruders. Laid back and totally chilled, he’s
never met a stranger and lovingly greets all my clients with a nudge on the
legs.
Tigger’s polar opposite is Esmerelda, a lithe, black cat with huge grape eyes
who’s very skittish and nervous. Her only goal in life is to be near me, but on
her own terms. She stalks me constantly, following me from room to room.
You can pet Esmerelda, but will never hold her. Her favorite place to be is on
my desk supervising every word I write.
Animals are a great source of companionship and healing. This month I
interviewed local animal communicator Bebe Daniel. She says we all have
the ability talk to the animals once we learn their language. Horses have a
special magic that can facilitate healing for many with disabilities or handicaps. Check out our feature on Equine Assisted Therapy to read about some
local miracles.
Meow,

SUBSCRIPTIONS
Subscriptions are available by sending $24
(for 12 issues) to the above address.
Natural Awakenings
is printed on recycled
newsprint with soybased ink.

Lisa Moore, Editor
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Natural Awakenings is your guide to a healthier, more balanced life. Our mission is to provide insights and information to
improve the quality of life physically, mentally, emotionally and
spiritually. In each issue readers find cutting-edge information
on natural health, nutrition, fitness, personal growth, green
living, creative expression and the products and services that
support a healthy lifestyle.
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newsbriefs
Pacifica Artisan Studio and Shop
Supporting Local Artists

Pacifica, an intimate, home-based shop in Waxhaw, recently opened
offering eclectic gifts: jewelry, candles, essential oils, stained glass, books,
crystals, natural soaps and more.
Owner Marianne Coleman-Hinkins, a transplanted Kiwi from New Zealand, is a jeweler/sculptor/painter. She has been recognized for her unique
jewelry design. As a clairvoyant and medium, she says her work is strongly
influenced by her feelings. “I simply go with the flow. The piece tells me
how it wants to be created and I just allow it to develop as it will,” says
Coleman-Hinkins, who also designs commissioned pieces.
She says Pacifica is a place that people will feel comfortable enough
to browse, chat and perhaps support the work of talented local artisans. “It
is also a place where spirituality is paramount. Whatever path each person
chooses to walk, all are honored and welcomed here.”
Pacifica is located at 7703 Old Waxhaw Monroe Road and open from
8:30am-5pm on weekends and weeknights by appointment. For more information call 704-243-6445 or visit www.pacificashop.com.

Munay Spirit Center Now Offering
Vision Quest Retreats & Ceremonial Dances

Munay Spirit Center is adding vision quest retreat weekends
and ceremonial dances to their 2009 schedule. Co-owners Marti
Ackerman and Robbie Warren will host the first event April 3-5.
Vision quests, a Native American tradition, are self-guided
searches for knowledge within for the purpose of healing and
wholeness. Warren says the weekend can instill deep, personal
growth. “In addition to the Seeker having plenty of time for
insight, there will be three sweat lodges, a releasing ceremony, a
give-away blanket and plenty of shamanic counseling.”
Ackerman and Warren, who have spent eight years studying
with several world-renown Shamanic teachers, have received
special permission to bring a Visionary Dance (The Long Dance)
in the tradition of Joseph Rael, Beautiful Painted Arrow to Munay.
This sacred dance helps to expand the vibrations of insight
and manifestation. “We know this coming year will take us
further down, deeper in and higher up on our collective and
individual journeys,” concluded Ackerman.
For more information visit www.MunaySpirit.com or call
704-263-5323.
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New Earth
Builders

Creating Earth-Healthy
Homes
After more
than 20 years in
interior design,
Robbie Warren
is re-defining
the building
industry again.
She recently
formed New
Earth Builders,
a construction company with
a view to the future. “Our purpose is to help people build new
homes in an earth-healthy way,”
said Warren, who has often been
known as the designer in jeans
and work boots.
Warren assists clients from
blueprints to move-in and spends
ample time with the other contractors. She says being green begins in the design stage using daylighting, Energy Star appliances
and even active and passive solar
technology. “It’s not as difficult or
expensive as most people think.
I can show homeowners ways to
save dollars now and down the
road,” she said.
Warren also works with
people to remodel their homes
and make them efficient as well.
“Close to 80 percent of the energy
used in this country is consumed
by homes built before 1980. So
instead of just putting on an addition and reworking the flow of the
house, I want to apply building
science principles and good solid
construction to help reduce the
home’s carbon footprint and improve its efficiency,” she stated.
For more information: www.
NewEarthBuilders.com or 704378-4211.

Got News? Share it with us!
Deadline: 10th of the month
Submit to: editor@awakeningcharlotte.com
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Game Night 2009 FUNdraiser
Literacy Council of Union County

One of the greatest gifts we can give to society is the gift
of reading. The Literacy Council of Union County will hold a
FUNdraiser to benefit their tutoring programs on March 7th.
Participants are invited to bring board games and prepare
for interaction and challenges among teams. Each table will

Free Interactive
Health Fair
At Davidson Healthy
Home Market

Davidson Healthy Home
Market celebrates the arrival
of Spring with an interactive
health fair on March 28. Experience the vitality of wellness
by sampling vitamins, food,
drinks and beauty products
from over 25 different vendors.
Relax in good hands with
healing mini-sessions from
some of Greater Charlotte’s
best health care practitioners.
Learn valuable information
about emotional, physical and
spiritual health.
This event is from 1-4 pm
at 261 Griffith Street in Davidson. For details call 704-8926191 or visit www.hemarket.
com.

have a theme and groups are encouraged to dress according
to their theme.
There will also be a silent auction that includes $50
passes to the Speedway Club at Lowe’s Motor Speedway,
Panthers prizes, Michael Waltrip autographed caps and much
more.
The event will be held from 6:30-9:30pm at the Monroe
Country Club. Tickets are $35 and include catered food and
beverages. Info: www.literacyunion.org or 704-226-1425.

Spring Equinox Celebration
Drumming, Feasting, Bonfire

Celebrate the first day of Spring with a ceremony, drum circle, potluck and
bonfire led by Steve Nelson, astrologer/celebrationist and master drummer Saleef Kafajouffe at Sacred Grove Retreat.
This festival of rebirth and fertility brings the community together for fellowship, feast and fun. It is tradition to eat local fresh greens or sprouts at Spring
Equinox to key into the energy of the place and time. Drumming, dancing,
chanting and singing will take place in the yurt to raise the energy level. Making
a joyful noise now brings joy for the whole year.
Fire is key to celebrating Spring Equinox because it connects us with the Sun, the source of our soul consciousness. “Fire
transmutes what is released through deep breathing,” says Nelson.
“Focusing on a fire while contemplating a desirable quality will
help fix it in reality. Extraneous thoughts are consumed by fire
and what is true and useful for the future is empowered.”
The festival begins at 6pm on March 20th. Info/RSVP:
704-463-0768 or www.SacredGroveRetreat.com.
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St John Acupuncture Now Open with a
Green Agenda
St John Acupuncture, a family clinic offering acupuncture, qi gong and herbal
medicine, is now open in South Charlotte.
The benefits of acupuncture, Chinese Medicine, herbs and medical qi gong
are no secret. However, what most people don’t realize is how important the
roles of intention, environment, community and education are in the healing and
wellness process. It is St John Acupuncture’s goal to provide patients with both an
effective treatment and beautiful healing experience.
When head acupuncturist, Marston St John L.Ac., decided to commit her life
to holistic wellness, her vision extended towards the greater goals of the community. This meant not only building a clinic that would serve to harmonize the
human body on an individual level but also create a balanced environment that
would set the pace for the future of healthcare. “St John Acupuncture uses Forestry
Stewardship Council certified massage tables, Energy Star appliances, recycled
paper products and even eco-friendly paint on the walls,” said St John.
In addition, treatment rooms also function as healing sources for the patient.
Each room is designed to invoke the essence of one of the five elements of Chinese
medicine, thus surrounding the patient in the type of elemental healing environment they need most during their treatment.
St John Acupuncture is located in the Park South Professional Center, 10430
Park Rd, Ste 200. For more information, call 704-541-7177 or visit www.stjohnacupuncture.com.

Prosperity Plus
Workshop

With Author Edwene Gaines
Imagine living a life of true prosperity - enjoying a healthy body through
which you experience relationships that
are always honest satisfying and nurturing; work you love so much that it’s
really play; and all the money you can
spend. Rev. Edwene Gaines will teach
you how to achieve that in her Prosperity Plus Workshop on March 22.
Gaines, author of The Four Spiritual
Laws of Prosperity: A Simple Guide
to Unlimited Abundance, overcame
poverty to live a lifestyle of wealth.
Her workshop teaches participants
how to how to raise their abundance
consciousness and
free themselves from
a life of deprivation
and want by focusing
on tithing, goal setting, forgiveness, and
finding and achieving
your Divine Purpose.
“Living at this exceptional level is not
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only possible, it’s right there for you,”
Gaines says.
The workshop is from 1-3:30pm
and is given on a love offering basis at
Unity of Charlotte, 401 E. Arrowood
Road. Gaines will also be the guest
speaker at the 10:30am Sunday service.
Information: 704-523-0062 or www.
unityofcharlotte.org.

Anti-Aging Expo
& Symposium
Want to elevate your awareness of preventative and healthy
methods for vibrant living and
longevity? On March 28th, The
Charlotte Anti-Aging Expo and
Symposium brings together local
and national experts in the science of anti-aging and preventive
methods.
Meet and talk with experts
representing alternative and complimentary medicine, nutritional
professionals, food and supplemental professionals, green
product manufacturers, skin care
companies, spas and medi-spas
and many more. See leading
edge technologies designed to
help you meet your goals.
The Charlotte Anti-Aging
Expo & Symposium acts as a
health consumer advocate.
The sole objective is to enable
personal empowerment so you
can make better health decisions
based on your individual goals
and dreams. You will leave confident on what your next steps are
to lose weight, overcome specific
ailments, look more youthful or
manage hormonal balances.
Through many years of
researching solutions for her
own personal health issues, expo
founder Sally Gilbert is pleased
to offer first class health and
wellness representation all under
one roof. “The good news is that
we can all have the vibrant and
healthy life of our dreams,” she
said. “It’s all within your reach
provided you have the necessary tools and resources available to you.”
For more information and
to receive $5 off admission,
visit www.CharlotteAntiAgingExpo.com.

SPRING MOON
DRUM CIRCLE

A Springtide of new energy
... hopes and dreams.

Uptown on the Square at Trade & Tryon
Friday, April 10th 8:00 - 10:30 p.m.

AN OPEN MUSIC CIRCLE, DRUMS LEAD,
DANCERS DANCE, MAGIC HAPPENS..
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globalbriefs
News and resources to inspire concerned citizens to work
together in building a healthier, stronger society that
works for all.

Floating Smokestacks
Sea Diesel Shakedown

While cars have long been subjected
to pollution limits, standards for other
engines have lagged behind; some of
the last holdouts are oceangoing vessels.
Now, new international standards adopted by member states of the International
Maritime Organization will close this
loophole, cutting pollution from cruise
and container ships and other vessels by 80 to 90 percent. Recent U.S. legislation
enables our country to participate.
Health data in a recent Environmental Defense Fund report documents how
millions of people in hundreds of U.S. coastal communities are at risk from shipping emissions. Smog-forming diesel particulates that can lodge deep in lungs
have been linked to cancer.
The victory complements new Environmental Protection Agency rules mandating cuts in soot and smog-forming pollution from diesel barges, ferries and
trains. Collectively, the standards are expected to prevent tens of thousands of
deaths and hospitalizations each year.

Cluck & Cover

Humane Treatment of
Farm Animals on a Roll
California recently joined
Arizona, Colorado, Florida and
Oregon in outlawing the confinement of veal calves and/or
pregnant pigs in crates so small
they can’t turn around. California’s law also encompasses
millions of egg-laying hens, typically crowded into small wire cages stacked to the rafters in the name of efficiency
and profit.
The Humane Society of the United States is leading the charge to halt such
animal abuses and expects national reverberations. The message is clear. Consumers care about the source of their food and how it is raised and are willing to set
limits, even if industry isn’t. Advocates point to data showing that when hens have
more space, rates of salmonella and other contaminants that can hurt humans are
lower. Support from food safety groups includes the Center for Food Safety, Center
for Science in the Public Interest and Consumer Federation of America. Proponents
of the improved standard estimate it will raise the price of an egg by a penny.
Close confinement has been a standard feature of U.S. animal production for
50 years. Now, consumers are sending a signal to producers that, “They had better
change their ways, or they will be put out of business,” says Princeton Professor
Peter Singer.
Source: Grist.org.
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Landmark Victory
Clean Air Gets a Chance

Recently, the Washington, D.C. Circuit
Court confirmed the power of states and
localities to require more rigorous pollution monitoring from coal plants, refineries and similar industrial polluters than the
Environmental Protection Agency requires.
Now, citizens’ groups have successfully
closed a loophole that polluters have long
relied upon, at the expense of neighboring communities. In the future, companies
no longer will be able to ignore pollution
limits whenever equipment malfunctions
or when they start up or shut down operations.
“Under this notorious EPA exemption,
industrial facilities have been allowed to
operate like a fleet of junk cars… spewing
blue smoke, misfiring, backfiring, stalling
and chugging,” says Marti Sinclair, chair of
Sierra Club’s Clean Air Team.
In Texas, home to more than 250
refineries, chemical, petrochemical and
other industrial sites, the most of any state,
state records tracked 30 facilities emitting
45 million pounds of toxins in one year,
during these off-the-books periods. Citizens of Louisiana, where some 20 million
pounds of air toxins are pumped into the
air each year, also stand to benefit.
Source: Earthjustice.org.

Parrots make great pets.
They have more
personality than goldfish.
— Chevy Chase
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globalbriefs
Wireless E-reader

Amazon’s Kindle Feels Like
Reading a Book

“Books are the last bastion of analog,”
says Jeff Bezos, CEO of Amazon.com.
So, he’s set out to accelerate the digital
revolution in how readers read, writers
write and publishers publish. Although not
the first on the market, the handheld Kindle
e-reader ups the ante by going wireless. With the dimensions of a paperback and weighing just 10.3 ounces, it even
emulates a book’s binding. Because it has a reflective surface, more like paper than a computer monitor, the screen
has the clarity of a printed page, and its type can be instantly
enlarged. The Kindle runs cool and quiet for up to 30 hours
per battery charge.
Currently, readers can wirelessly download 190,000
titles, plus blogs, magazines and newspapers, for a low
cost, tree-free. Bestsellers and new releases can be had for
less than $10. Users can even venture out onto the Web for
content.
Remarks Bezos, “The vision is that you should be able
to get any book—not just any book in print, but any book
that’s ever been in print—on this device in less than a minute.”

Giving Back

Business Philanthropy
More than a quarter of wealthy business owners recently surveyed by SunTrust Bank said they
have allocated funds for green investment. Nearly
a third have personally invested in green funds.
Pollution and energy policy are their two main
drivers, complemented by a personal desire to do
good.
Sixty-nine percent of the two hundred business owners canvassed said they plan to maintain
their current level of environmental giving, even
if the economic downturn moderately
affects their businesses.
Source: GreenBiz.
com.
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melissaoyler.com
704 560 9212

Because there is more to your story

You wrote the manuscript … Let us give it the cover it deserves.

Faith on the Hill

Changing Profile of Congress
Members’ Religious Affiliations
A recent Pew Forum on Religion &
Public Life study shows that in terms
of religious affiliation, Congress looks
like the rest of the country. Although
a majority of the members of the new,
111th Congress are Protestants, like
the nation, the body is more religiously
diverse than it was 50 years ago. One
major difference is that members of
Congress are more likely than the general public to declare their affiliation
with a particular religion.
While both houses share a similar
religious profile, differences show up at
the party level. Just over 70 percent of
congressional Republicans are Protestant, compared with 43 percent of
Democrats. The portion of Democratic
members who are Catholic, about 37
percent, outstrips the Republicans, at
21 percent. Jews account for less than
2 percent of the U.S. adult population, but make up more than 8 percent
of Congress, overwhelmingly in the
Democratic camp.
Changes from 1961 to 2009 show
a collective drop in Protestants by
about 19 percent, with a corresponding
increase in Catholics and Jews of more
than 11 and 6 percent, respectively.
The forum also notes that the 110th
Congress seated the first two Muslim
and first two Buddhist members in the
institution’s history.

modern original design

Charlotte’s Only

NATUROPATHIC PHYSICIAN AND
LICENSED ACUPUNCTURIST

Naturopathic Root-Cause Based Treatment, Acupuncture and Chinese Herbs, Adrenal/Thyroid Disorders,
Infertility Treatments, Irritable Bowel/Digestive Issues,
Hormone Assessment and Balance, Yeast & Parasite
Identification and Treatment, Chronic Fatigue & Pain,
Depression/Anxiety, Heavy Metal Analysis and
Treatment & more!
2040-B Randolph Road, Charlotte, NC 28207 - 704.373.9976
drmike@drstadtmauer.com | www.drstadtmauer.com
COMPREHENSIVE
ALTERNATIVE HEALTHCARE

SERVING CHARLOTTE
FOR OVER 6 YEARS
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healthbriefs

Smile to See
the Bigger
Picture

T

he face of a happy, smiling kid on the
refrigerator door might do more than
make us feel good; it might help us make
better food choices, say researchers, who
discovered that positive moods increase our ability to understand the big picture. Being in a good mood both helps us think at a more abstract level and allows us to step
back emotionally. When we can do that, we can see the larger picture.
A positive mood, the researchers explain, encourages broader, more flexible
thinking and increases our openness to information, which in turn allows us to
adopt a higher order of future goals and work harder toward attaining them. It all
enhances future well-being, providing more reasons to surround ourselves with
positive things.
Source: University of Chicago Press Journals, 2008.

SLEEP & REST FIGHT CANCER
A study presented at the latest American Association for
Cancer Research’s International Conference on Frontiers in
Cancer Prevention suggests that regular physical activity can
lower a woman’s overall risk of cancer—but only if she gets a
good night’s sleep. Lack of sleep,
the research reported, undermines
the cancer prevention benefit
of exercise.

Grapes Protect the Heart

C

ould eating grapes fight high blood pressure and possibly reduce other factors
linked to heart disease? A new University of Michigan Cardiovascular Center
study suggests just that, revealing tantalizing clues to the heart-healthy power of
grapes.
The study fed laboratory rats a powder of regular table grapes (a blend of
green, red and black grapes, containing the skin, flesh and
seeds), mixed into a diet that was either low or high in
salt. The control group received no grapes. After 18
weeks, the rats receiving the grape-enriched meals
had lower blood pressure, better heart function,
reduced inflammation throughout their bodies and
fewer signs of heart muscle damage. The grapes’
heart-protective effects are thought to be due to
their high level of phytochemicals, naturally occurring antioxidants contained in whole grapes.
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Healing Horses
Equine Therapy Creating Miracles
By Lisa Moore
Nine years ago Teressa Tucker and
her husband relocated to Charlotte from
California seeking a better quality of life
for their two children. Within weeks of
their arrival that quality changed in a
way they never dreamed of: their son
Cameron was diagnosed with autism at
age two.
“He had severe sensory integration
dysfunction, he was socially withdrawn,
had unusual odd repetitive behaviors
and a lot of frustrated screaming because he did not know how to communicate,” says Tucker, a former lawyer.
She did extensive research on
autism including all treatments, diets,
supplements, therapies and methodolo-
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There is something about horses that heal the soul.
Horses and humans can have a strong bond together.
— Teressa Tucker
gies. Some helped and others didn’t,
but one therapy made a profound affect
– therapeutic horseback riding.
Tucker, a lifelong horse enthusiast,
became a Certified Therapeutic Riding Instructor and began working with
Cameron. Within a year he said his first
word. “Cameron was on the back of
a horse when he said ‘Tess,’ ” recalls
Tucker. “Tess was the name of the horse
he was riding. I cried, because for
the first time I could clearly hear my
son say a word. That was the day that

changed my life. Cameron was on his
way.”
Therapeutic horseback riding, also
known as Equine Assisted Therapy, can
help individuals with a range of physical, emotional, cognitive and social
disabilities. The process can be a very
effective adjunct to treatment and may
be beneficial for brain and spinal cord
injuries, cerebal palsy, mental retardation, muscular dystrophy, MS, learning
disabilities and much more.
This experiential therapy teaches

people about themselves, offers recognition of dysfunctional behavior
patterns and defines healthy relationships. Horses are typically nonjudgmental and without expectations or motives. Therefore, a rider can
practice congruency without fear of rejection. The horse assists in making riders aware of their emotional state as the horse responds in reaction to their behavior. Through working with the horse, riders can gain
insight into their feelings, patterns, behaviors, boundaries and stumbling
blocks to recovery. Listening, communication and social skills can be
enhanced and self-esteem can blossom.
Building a relationship with a horse is very rewarding on many levels. The loyalty and trust of the horse demonstrates to the student how
important they are and these attributes may extend to personal relationships. To learn how to care for and ride a horse, a student must be able
to communicate effectively with the horse and instructor. In this way,
riding is a social activity but is less daunting to those uncomfortable in
social situations.
In contrast, the experience of riding a horse is very different. Riding
helps empower people and facilitates a connection on a personal level.
The occasional unpredictable nature of horses and situations creates a
real-life environment. Students learn to confront fears and make adjustments to circumstances beyond their control.
Joy Simon, director of Mitey Riders in Waxhaw, says the physical
movement of a horse simulates the natural walk of a human by passively stimulating the muscle groups of the rider. “The cognitive part of
horse interaction encourages attention span, small and large motor sensory skills, muscle tone, proper posture, spatial awareness and center of
balance, all while becoming a partner with the horse,” she states.
Simon notes that the trainers get tremendous satisfaction from
watching the partnerships between horse and rider form and witnessing
the progressions they make as a team while riding as well as applying it
to everyday life.
Miracles are commonplace at Mitey Riders. “A beautiful little girl
came to us after her doctors told her parents that she would never walk
without assistance,” says Simon. “Many years later with much devotion and hard work she now balances her body, walking without any
assistance and riding with natural balance totally unassisted. She has
made such great strides that we plan to enter her in a horse show in the
very near future.”
Since 1969, the North American Riding for the Handicapped Association (NARHA) has provided Equine Assisted Activity and Therapy
programs in the United States and Canada through its network of nearly
800 member centers. Each year, dozens of new centers initiate new
programs and more than 38,000 individuals with disabilities benefit
from activities which include therapeutic riding, hippotherapy, equine
assisted psychotherapy, driving, interactive vaulting and competition.
Tucker has since started Kids Rein, non-profit organization that
offers therapeutic horseback riding for individuals with varying disabilities, located in Northern Charlotte. Cameron is now 10 years old and in
a regular 4th grade classroom getting A’s and B’s.
“He’s doing great,” says Tucker. “He has friends at school and everyone loves him. Therapeutic riding works for my kid and it can work
for others.”

LOCAL RESOURCES
FOR EQUINE
ASSISTED THERAPY
www.KidsRein.com
704-701-4711
North Charlotte
www.WingsofEaglesRanch.org
704-784-3147
Concord
www.MiteyRiders.com
704~841~0602
Waxhaw
www.SavingGraceFarm.com
704-638-2339
Salisbury
www.ShiningHopeFarms.org
704-827-3788
Mt. Holly
www.CalicosHaven.com
704-361-6671
Huntersville
www.lifespanservices.org/
programs-and-services/enrichment/farm-theraputic-ridingcenter/
704-393-0333
Northwest Charlotte

“I cried, because for the first time I could clearly
hear my son say a word.”
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greenliving

Natural
Burial

Honoring Life
in Death
by Sandy Rogovin
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T

he city of Carlisle, Great Britain, faced a challenge:
to find and preserve green space within its borders.
Creative thinking by the city council revealed some
unexpected open land—its cemeteries. In 1993, Carlisle
Cemetery opened a small section of property for “woodland burial,” with the goal of restoring forested area in
the city. The section was designed to provide a natural
memorial setting dominated by native plant species,
while reducing the environmental impact of conventional
interment and cemetery upkeep. Carlisle Cemetery’s
Woodland Burial Ground became the modern world’s first
eco-cemetery.
The green burial movement took shape through
the efforts of its advocates, with slow, but steady growth
worldwide. Naturalists saw green burial as a gift returned
with gratitude to the Earth they loved. Environmentalists
valued preventing the burial of toxins and non-degradable
materials into an already endangered ecosystem. Stepping
away from the conventions of the modern funeral industry
gave many a freedom to honor the departed in unusual
and personal ways. 1998 marked the inception of Ramsey
Creek Preserve, in South Carolina, the first green cemetery
in this country. Today, more than 200 sites in the United
States are set aside as current or future natural burial
grounds.
For green burial, the body of the deceased is prepared without chemical preservatives, and the remains
are buried in a biodegradable coffin, shroud or other
container. Graves are sometimes hand-dug, and almost
always vault- or liner-free. Some graves are unmarked,
while others may bear a simple native stone or indigenous
plantings. Natural burial grounds use no irrigation, pesticides or herbicides for maintenance. The idea is for the
grave and its occupant to be part of the natural cycle of
life, death and regeneration of new life.
Resources for researching and planning a green
burial abound. The Green Burial Council has established
standards for sustainability and transparency in the death
care industry; its website lists providers who adhere to
them, sorted by service and location.

An individual can find anything he or she needs
to arrange the natural funeral or memorial desired.
Websites like GreenBurials.org and NaturalBurial.coop
are full of general information and links to all aspects
of death care. EarthUrn.com offers a variety of natural,
biodegradable and organic containers for cremated
remains, while NaturalBurialCompany.com helps
consumers find a green coffin to suit them, made from
materials like cardboard, sustainably harvested wood
or woven plant fibers. EternalReefs.com adds cremated
remains to cast concrete “reef balls,” used to rebuild
dying ocean reefs.
Service providers like Memorial Ecosystems, owner
of Ramsey Creek Preserve, and local funeral homes
that have opened their doors and minds to include or
specialize in natural burials, are prepared to answer
the myriad questions that surface. “If you know how
to use the Internet and you’re not afraid to make calls
to people you don’t know, you can get answers to any
question in the world,” notes Bob Butz, a naturalist and
award-winning author.
Butz, 37, has recorded his odyssey through ecofriendly interment in Going Out Green: One Man’s
Adventure Planning His Own Natural Burial, due out in
May 2009. Although the book is complete, the author’s
exploration of natural death care is not over. His blog
on the topic can be accessed through the website of
Spirituality and Health magazine.
Butz makes observations ranging from soulful to
pragmatic or humorous, an approach which may seem
irreverent in a culture that tiptoes so carefully around
death. He hopes his blog will draw the interest of people
who otherwise might avoid the discussion.
“We have no experience with death anymore, and
the only way that is going to change is if we start talking
about it and planning for it, as we are so eager to do
with births, weddings and every other of life’s most important rituals,” the author contends. “People put more
thought and planning to where they will spend their
summer vacation than where their body will be laid for
all eternity.”
In the course of his pre-need personal exploration,
Butz shopped for an environmentally friendly coffin,
hand-dug a grave and met with a death midwife, who

“Just as most people once knew how to
can vegetables, milk a cow, butcher a
pig and have a home birth… how to care
for an un-embalmed dead body at home
used to be pretty common knowledge.
Now, that knowledge is an art practiced
by a relative few.” — Author Bob Butz
will assist his family with the logistics of dying. “There’s a
heck of a lot of paperwork,” he remarks, as well as details of
transporting and caring for his body from death through the
home funeral ritual he prefers.
As part of the journey, he also revisited the grave of his
father, who died when Butz was a boy. “There my father was
stuck, planted in some cramped piece of ground, surrounded
by strangers. He never wore a suit, yet he was buried in
one. He was a man of the outdoors, a man who liked simple
things and who loved wilderness and wildlife, yet he was
buried in a frilly oak casket on a piece of ground that he
never plowed, never trod over or enjoyed in any capacity
during his life.
“A funeral [or] burial has to honor the life of the deceased,” Butz reasons. “It should in some way have elements
that symbolize who they were in life.”
For more information about Bob Butz and his works, visit
BobButz.com. The link to his blog is
Spirituality-Health.com/books/blog/2.
Green Burial Resources on the web include: The Green
Burial Council at GreenBurialCouncil.org; GreenBurials.org;
The Centre for Natural Burial at NaturalBurial.coop/USA; and
MemorialEcosystems.com, by the owner of Ramsey Creek
Preserve and Honey Creek Woodlands.
Freelance writer Sandy Rogovin reports on natural and alternative wellness and its pioneers. Contact her at
srogovin@peoplepc.com.
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Solar Hot Water:

A first step to going green
By Justin Rowell
Want to go green at your home but don’t know where to start? Well, here comes the
sun. A solar water heater is an easy initial investment in renewable energy. Next to
heating and cooling, water heating accounts for a large share of a home’s energy
use. Solar hot water systems can reduce the average family’s energy costs to heat
water by 20 to 40 percent and save the US millions of barrels each year.
Many people are interested in using solar power for their home or office, but are
inhibited by economics. The notoriously high costs of a residential PV (photovoltaic)
system can easily exceed $30,000. Conversely, solar hot water (SHW) systems typically cost less than $7,000. When you consider an additional 30% federal tax credit
(capped at $2000) and a 35% state tax credit (capped at $1400 for SHW only, or
$3400 for SHW with space heating), this technology is a no-brainer first step for all
who want to move towards energy independence.

How does a solar hot water system work?
While a PV system uses photovoltaic cells to convert the sun’s light into electricity, a
SHW system uses the heat from the sun to make water hot. This simple, time-tested
system is comprised of a collector (where the suns heat is collected and transferred
to the fluid), storage tank, and pipes and pumps that convey the fluid between the
tank and collector.
SHW systems are generally categorized into two classifications: passive or active
and direct or indirect. Passive systems take advantage of the principle that hot fluids
rise to convey water through the collector, whereas active systems use electricity
to perform this function. The electricity necessary to power the pump in an active
system is minimal and can be provided by a very small and affordable PV system
if desired. Active systems are more flexible than their passive counterparts due to
reduced constraints such as storage tank location. This flexibility usually outweighs
the minimal electricity use necessary to achieve it.
Direct SHW systems heat potable water itself in the collectors. Indirect systems heat
a secondary fluid in the collectors and this heat is then transferred to the potable
water by means of a heat exchanger.

Stay warm with solar hot water
A SHW system can provide more than just hot water for cooking, bathing and washing needs in the home. This technology can also be used to provide even, comfortable, radiant space heating. Hot water can be piped through coils in the floor or on
a wall radiator. A third option is to pass air from the forced air system around hot
water pipes to provide additional heating.
Another common application for SHW technology is for heating pools. This can
easily extend the swimming season by 2 to 3 months and reduce the payback period
from its already short length if you heat your pool water.

This technology is a no-brainer first step for all
who want to move towards energy independence.
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After the typical payback
period of 3-10 years,
the money you save is
money in the bank. That’s
practically free hot water
for more than a decade.
Good for your wallet and
the environment
Most SWH systems last 20 to 30 years
or even longer. After the typical payback
period of 3-10 years, the money you save
is money in the bank. Considering the
volatility of the stock market, this is a reliable investment that should be made for
economics alone.
If energy prices increase annually by
6 percent, an average family can save
thousands of dollars over the coming
decades by using a solar water-heating
system that supplies just 65 percent of
their hot water.
Consider the positive environmental
benefits and the deal just gets better. A
typical residential solar water heater will
offset greenhouse gas emissions by about
1,500 pounds of carbon dioxide (CO2)
per year. That’s equal to the amount of
CO2 released by an average vehicle
every 1,685 miles. So look to the sun to
make the transition into green living.

Local Contributor
Justin Rowell
Justin Rowell is the owner of Greenmodeling, a local green remodeling
company providing products and
services that help North Carolinians
reduce their environmental impact. He
can be contacted at 704-999-4636 or
info@Greenmodeling.com.
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by Victoria L. Freeman

When Pets Go

Natural

The alternative and complementary therapies
that work so well in humans can also have
value for your animal companion.
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ou’d have thought she was a
model coming straight from a
photographer’s studio. “Strike a
pose,” Dan Mullaney would tell Tiffany,
and she’d move into position for the
camera, ready for the perfect photo.
“There was no doubt she knew exactly
what she was doing,” Mullaney says.
Tiffany Louise, a most precocious sable
Pomeranian, was quite the little lady.
So when Tiffany’s fur started falling
out and she began having seizures,
Mullaney and his wife Teri launched
a desperate crusade to help their
beloved pet. Her doctor, a respected
conventional veterinarian, ran tests and
diagnosed Tiffany with liver failure. Her
prognosis: two months to live. The vet
suggested that the Mullaneys give their
dog milk thistle (Silybum marianum)
and a commonly prescribed pharmaceutical drug that the Mullaneys
quickly had to discontinue, because it
made Tiffany even sicker.
Unwilling to accept the finality of
their vet’s report, the Mullaneys sought
a second opinion. Their search led them
to Shawn Messonnier, doctor of veterinary medicine, a holistic veterinarian
near their home in Plano, Texas. Based
on details in Tiffany’s blood work, Messonnier, author of The Natural Health
Bible for Dogs & Cats and The Natural
Vet’s Guide to Preventing and Treating
Cancer in Dogs, arrived at a different
diagnosis: Cushing’s disease, a glandular
disorder that causes overproduction of
the hormone cortisol and, consequently,
obesity, muscle weakness, osteoporosis
and other conditions.
“Many vets mistake Cushing’s for
liver disease,” says Messonnier, “because there are similarities in blood test
results.” He suggested several natural
therapies, such as a whole-foods diet,
a multivitamin supplement, an herbal
supplement and a glandular support
formula.
Cushing’s can be fatal on its own
or can lead to other life-threatening
conditions, such as diabetes, liver or
kidney failure and congestive heart
failure, but Tiffany rallied on the holistic
treatments. And, even though the Mullaneys had to say a tearful good-bye to
Tiffany just before her 14th birthday,
Mullaney says, “I don’t have any
scientific proof, but I believe the

Today, more vets
than ever are answering
public demand for
alternative care for all
types of pets, including
birds and exotic animals.
holistic approach bought us another
two-and-a-half wonderful years with
Tiffany—and that’s a lot better than two
months.”

Complementary Avenues
for Healing
Over the last decade, the U.S. medical
community has slowly begun to recognize the importance of alternative and
complementary therapies. Now, the
same process is under way in veterinary
healthcare, explains Allen Schoen, a
doctor of veterinary medicine and pioneer in integrative veterinary medicine,
who has authored Kindred Spirits: How
the Remarkable Bond Between Humans
and Animals Can Change the Way We
Live. Veterinary medicine looks very different than it did in 1982, when Carvel
Tiekert, a doctor of veterinary medicine,
founded the American Holistic Veterinary Medical Association (AHVMA).
Today, more vets than ever are answering public demand for alternative care
for all types of pets, including birds and
exotic animals.
“Membership in AHVMA has increased 35 percent in the last 10 years,”
says Tiekert, now the organization’s executive director. He adds that AHVMA
has spawned a number of medical
specialty groups, such as the Academy
of Veterinary Homeopathy, the American Veterinary Chiropractic Association
and the Veterinary Botanical Medicine
Association.
So, what’s driving the increased acceptance of complementary approaches
to pet care? As is true for people, sometimes no conventional treatments exist
for an animal’s condition. For example,
explains Messonnier, he
and others have found that
leaky gut syndrome, which
is common, but not often

Veterinary ALTERNATIVES
for Common Conditions
“Some of the most common life-threatening ailments for dogs and cats include
kidney disease, heart disease and cancer,” explains Holistic Veterinarian Shawn
Messonnier, a doctor of veterinary medicine in Plano, Texas. Like their human
physician counterparts, holistic vets are finding that natural modalities are important tools in treating these conditions. Consider the following comparisons.

Cancer

Conventional medicine. Depending on the type of cancer and its location, surgery
may or may not be used to remove the tumor(s). Radiation, chemotherapy or both
may also be included.
Holistic medicine. The best defense against most types of cancer is a strong immune system. However, depending on the type and location of the cancer, as
well as the animal’s general condition, surgery, radiation or chemotherapy may
or may not be used initially to remove or kill cancerous cells. Regardless, nutritional changes offer additional support. For example, decreasing carbohydrates
can “starve” cancer cells (glucose is a cancer cell’s favorite fuel) and increasing
omega-3 fatty acids can inhibit the formation and spread of cancers and guard
against wasting. Antioxidants and immune system-enhancing herbs, such as the
antimicrobials garlic (Allium sativum) and goldenseal (Hydrastis canadensis) are
other options for ongoing treatment and protection against the toxic effects of
conventional treatments.

Kidney Disease

Conventional medicine. Treatment generally consists of dietary changes, such
as reducing protein, phosphorus and sodium, while increasing B vitamins and
omega-3 fatty acids. Additional options include increasing subcutaneous or intravenous fluids, as well as pharmaceuticals to relieve vomiting from uremic toxin
overload.
Holistic medicine. Dietary changes and additional fluids form the treatment
base, but many alternative therapies also may help, such as the herbs astragalus (Astragalus membranaceus) to improve kidney circulation; dandelion leaf
(Taraxacum officinale) for anti-inflammatory activity and waste elimination; echinacea (Echinacea purpurea) for its immune-stimulating and antimicrobial effects;
and garlic (Allium sativum) to increase detoxification enzymes and for its antimicrobial activity. Homeopathic remedies such as Silicea to boost stamina or Thuja
occidentalis for urinary tract infections may offer additional support.

Heart Disease

Conventional medicine. Besides dietary recommendations and exercise, there’s
virtually nothing in conventional veterinary medicine to address heart disease.
It’s not until the condition progresses to heart failure that conventional drugs such
as ACE inhibitors, beta blockers, diuretics and calcium channel blockers become
helpful.
Holistic medicine. In contrast, earlier is better for treating heart disease with alternative therapies such as the herb, hawthorn (Crataegus oxyacantha), shown
to both strengthen the heart and stabilize it against arrhythmias. Other homeopathic remedies include Adonis vernalis to strengthen heart contractions and
Strophanthus hispidus to tone heart muscle (both remedies are purported to help
remove excess fluid, as well). Carnitine and taurine amino acid supplements also
may be beneficial, because deficiencies of both have been linked to dilated cardiomyopathy (congestive heart failure).
Sources: Shawn Messonnier, doctor of veterinary medicine; and The Natural
Health Bible for Dogs and Cats: Your A-Z Guide to Over 200 Conditions, Herbs,
Vitamins and Supplements by Shawn Messonnier. Adapted with the author’s
permission.
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“Birds are very sensitive and
emotional, so it’s not surprising that up
to 80 percent of the health conditions
I see are behaviorally or emotionally
based,” explains Lankenau, from
her veterinary clinic in
Colden, New York.

diagnosed by conventional veterinarians, responds well to
probiotics and the amino acid glutamine—just as it does for
humans.
Many consumers also believe that natural therapies are
safer for their animal companions than conventional ones.
Consider the first-line conventional treatments for osteoarthritis, a condition that usually affects older animals and
often manifests as stiffness, limping or difficulty rising or lying
down. Vets often prescribe corticosteroids and anti-inflammatories. Based on his experience, Messonnier cautions that
both can have potentially nasty side effects, such as diabetes,
Cushing’s disease, liver and kidney disease and gastrointestinal ulcers. On the other hand, he notes, glucosamine hydrochloride and chondroitin sulfate are research-supported and
can offer effective and safe natural alternatives for pets, as
well as people.
But in opting for alternatives, don’t throw the puppy out
with the bathwater. If an animal has been hit by a car or faces
some other emergency, conventional medicine is still your
best bet, says Integrative Veterinarian Robert Silver, a doctor
of veterinary medicine and founder and medical director of
Boulder’s Natural Animal, in Boulder, Colorado.
“You determine the most important thing to do first, but
then reassess as you go along. Often, that means using conventional treatment to get through the emergency, and then
including natural therapies for long-term support and recovery,” Silver advises. For example, surgery may be required to
repair a fracture or a large laceration, but once the immediate
crisis is over, alternative treatments, such as acupuncture for
pain management or herbs to reduce inflammation can be
effective.

A Cockatoo Named Jaffa
Birds and other more exotic pets can benefit from natural
therapies, too. In 1995, when Doctor of Veterinary Medicine
Cynthia Lankenau first met Jaffa, a sulfur-crested cockatoo,
she was deeply saddened by the bird’s condition. Jaffa’s grief
over the death of her first human companion had led to serious feather picking and self-mutilation.
“Birds are very sensitive and emotional, so it’s not surprising that up to 80 percent of the health conditions I see are
behaviorally or emotionally based,” explains Lankenau, from
her clinic in Colden, New York.
In Jaffa’s case, too many hours left alone, too many emotional upheavals and an undetected food allergy had caused
the bird to pluck out many of her own feathers and tear at her
flesh, resulting in a crusty sore that covered her entire chest.
Her new caretaker did her best to help, using many conventional treatments, such as antibiotics and a cone over Jaffa’s
head, but all had dismal results.
Lankenau first treated Jaffa with acupuncture (birds
respond especially well to acupuncture, she says) and the
homeopathic remedies Pulsatilla and Natrum muriaticum.
Just a few months later, Jaffa had allowed her feathers to fill
in and her chest ulcer had shrunk to the size of a nickel.
Unfortunately, Lankenau didn’t see Jaffa again for nine years.
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This time, she was in even
worse shape and was
scheduled to be put down.
Her whole chest was once
again an open sore and she
had plucked out all of her
vent and flight feathers.
“Her owner had many
emotional traumas in her
life and very little time to
devote to Jaffa,” Lankenau
explains, “so we decided
Jaffa should come live with
me.”
After more homeopathy, nutritional supplements and dietary changes to address her allergy, Jaffa became a brand-new bird,
contentedly spending her days either riding around on Lankenau’s shoulder during
veterinary client visits or chatting with office staff. “It’s a big commitment to care
for one of these birds,” Lankenau says. “These creatures are worth the effort,
though,” she adds. “Even when things were the worst, Jaffa was always very kind
and loving. She gave great bird hugs.
“When I first met Jaffa, I was told she was in her 20s,” Lankenau continues.
“Actually, she was in her 60s. She had a stroke in December 2007 and was really
doing an incredible job of healing, but she was very old and did finally pass on. I am
amazed at how well she did heal, considering her age, and am grateful that during
her remaining years with me, she enjoyed a healthy and contented quality of life.”

Good Health

RESOURCES
for Animals

DOGS AND CATS
TheHonestKitchen.com
866-4-DRY-RAW (866-437-9729)
PetGuard.com
RXVitamins.com
AnimalHealthOptions.com
800-845-8849
NaturesPet.com
877-907-PETS (7387)

BIRDS
EntirelyPets.com/mislinavfor3.html
800-889-8967
HerbsNBirds.com.
NaturesPet.com/birds.html
877-907-PETS (7387)

Two Paws Up for Holistic Approach

Many pet lovers can be classified as either dog people or cat people. Ann Huey
definitely falls in the cat-loving category and feels she owes a great deal to holistic
vet care. Huey’s gentle, 3-year-old tortoiseshell-and-tabby cat, Deluxie, became a
running, jumping testament to the value of integrative medicine. But, she wasn’t
always this healthy and active. Diagnosed in 2003 with polyarthritis (arthritis
occurring in multiple joints), Deluxie nearly died a year later from her high daily
dose of prednisolone, a steroid prescribed by her veterinarian. Intended to address
the pain and inflammation associated with her condition, the drug initially gave
Deluxie a much-needed reprieve, Huey says. Yet, after a few short months, low
dosages were no longer helping and the increasing dosages took their toll.
In horror, Huey watched as Deluxie found it harder and harder to move.
Then, her previously alert ears started drooping, a sign that the steroid was causing
the cat’s tissues to degenerate. When a veterinary technician picked Deluxie up to
do a routine blood draw, her skin literally ripped. Huey knew something had to
change, and fast.
They tried taking Deluxie completely off the prednisolone on numerous occasions, but her condition immediately deteriorated each time. What they ended
up with, Huey explains, was a plan that combined a greatly reduced dose of
prednisolone with natural therapies such as a more wholesome diet, an antioxidant supplement and various homeopathic remedies directed at treating Deluxie’s
arthritis and supporting her immune system.
Did the holistic plan work? Huey says yes. “In only a few weeks, we got to
watch Deluxie run again. She started climbing trees and was even up on the roof
of our storage shed.”
Victoria Freeman, Ph.D., is a freelance writer in Goodland, KS. Connect at
VictoriaFreeman.com.

Pets are humanizing.
They remind us we
have an obligation
and responsibility to
preserve and nurture
and care for all life.
— James Cromwell
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BE YOUR OWN BOSS...
publish your own Natural Awakenings magazine
Our Green and Healthy Living industry is
growing within a recession economy.
As a Natural Awakenings publisher,
your magazine will help thousands of
readers to make positive changes in
their lives, while promoting local
practitioners and providers of
natural, earth-friendly lifestyles.
You will be creating a healthier
community while building your
own ﬁnancial security working
from your home.
No publishing experience
is necessary. You’ll work for
yourself but not by yourself.
We offer a complete training
and support system that allows
you to successfully publish
your own magazine.

Work at Home
Low Investment
Financing Available

FOR MORE
INFORMATION
AND A FREE
MARKET STUDY
CALL 239-530-1377
Now serving:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Birmingham, AL
Huntsville, AL
Mobile/Baldwin, AL
Little Rock/Hot Springs, AR
Phoenix, AZ
Tucson, AZ
Boulder, CO
Denver, CO
Hartford County, CT
Fairfield County, CT
New Haven/Middlesex, CT
Daytona/Volusia/Flagler, FL
NW FL Emerald Coast
Ft. Lauderdale, FL
Jacksonville/St. Augustine, FL
Melbourne/Vero Beach, FL
Miami & Florida Keys
Naples/Ft. Myers, FL
North Central Florida
Orlando, FL
Palm Beach, FL

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sarasota, FL
Tallahassee, FL
Tampa/St. Petersburg, FL
Florida’s Treasure Coast
Atlanta, GA
Augusta, GA
Lexington, KY
Louisville-Metro, KY
New Orleans, LA
Ann Arbor, MI
Grand Rapids, MI
Greater Genesee, MI
Greater Oakland/Macomb, MI
Wayne County, MI
Central Missouri
Asheville, NC
Charlotte, NC
Raleigh/Durham/Chapel Hill, NC
North Carolina Southern Coast, NC
Somerset-Middlesex Counties, NJ
Morris County, NJ
Santa Fe/Albuquerque, NM

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Marketing Tools
Great Support Team
Meaningful New Career

Long Island, NY
New York City, NY
Rockland/Orange Counties, NY
Westchester/Putnam Counties, NY
Cincinnati, OH
Tulsa, OK
Portland, OR
Lehigh Valley, PA
Rhode Island
Charleston, SC
Columbia, SC
Grand Strand, SC
Chattanooga, TN
Knoxville, TN
Austin, TX
East Texas
Houston, TX
San Antonio, TX
Richmond, VA
Southwestern, VA
Madison, WI
Puerto Rico

Visit us online at NaturalAwakeningsMag.com
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naturalreader
Anita Williams is a lifelong
animal lover. As a child she

brought home everything from
mice and birds to cats and dogs.
“I’ve always had a way with animals and wanted
to be sure they all were happy, healthy and loved.”
For past 2 years Williams has volunteered at the Charlotte
Humane Society and recently adopted two dogs from there.

“If I could have a hundred dogs, I would. But
since my neighbors would probably protest, I
consider every dog at the Humane Society one of
my own.”
After 20 successful years in technology in corporate America,
Williams is following her heart and will soon open Dogs All
Day, a dog daycare/boarding/grooming/training business.

“I feel so lucky to be able to follow my dream.”
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Animal Communication
Interview with a Pet Psychic
by Lisa Moore

When Anne C.’s dog
became very sick, she
decided to contact Bebe
Daniel, a Charlotte-based
animal communicator,
to help her get to the
bottom of it. “With Bebe’s
insights and knowledge,
I was able to tell the
vet his real symptoms
quickly for what turned
out to be a reaction to a
drug prescribed for an
ear infection,” she said.
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“Bebe was also able to identify and
help my dog with other behaviors
related to fears and emotions that I had
been addressing with various professionals for a year,” said the Concord
resident. “I believe some divine guidance was involved the day I found
Bebe.”
If Dr. Doolittle could do it, than why
can’t we learn to talk to the animals?
Daniel, who has worked professionally
for over 20 years as an animal communicator, says we all have the ability
to tap into this telepathic interspecies
communication that is the universal
language among animals. She talked
with Natural Awakenings about her
experiences.

When did you realize you had
the ability to communicate
with animals?
In college I had an experience with an elephant in the local zoo. As I stood in front
of her I recalled an article in the paper
about a recent flash flood that killed many
of the animals in the zoo, including a goat
that was the best friend of this elephant.
As I “saw” the incident in my mind, the
elephant, who had been quiet, suddenly
trumpeted and charged me, very upset.
This was my “ah-ha” moment - she had
read my mind and I realized we could
communicate with animals. I apologized
profusely realizing I had reminded her of
this terrible tragedy and left immediately.
From that moment on I dedicated myself
to learning how this communication
worked.

In what ways do animals communicate?

can assist in clarifying behaviors and appearances.

There are three ways animals communicate. The first is by
sending an image of what they want you to know. So if
thirsty, your animal friend might send you an image of an
empty water bowl. Unconsciously you receive it and say to
yourself, “I wonder if Maggie has water.” Then you go look
and sure enough the water is low, empty or dirty.

What kinds of issues do people contact you
about?

Animals might also send you a feeling. This could be physical
(like pain) or emotional (joy, anger). A subtler way is to send
an energy that you might receive as a “knowing.” Suddenly
you just know something is true that needs to be dealt with
immediately. We all receive these messages, but often do not
realize it consciously or may discount the reception believing we just thought, made up or guessed it.

How do you talk with animals?
When I communicate I get a quiet mind and begin by connecting through the heart. If in person, I go straight to the
animal. If I’m working long distance, I usually go through
the primary caretaker and their own heart connection. Once
connected to the animal my link to the human must be
released to allow a clear reception. I usually work in a conference call setting by telephone where the person asks the
questions and I interpret the answers. Often the animal has
his own things to say as well. I find this manner of consult
brings both parties closer to one another.
Sometimes I see images. I get physical and emotional feelings
that I must put into words and I also receive through smell,
taste, knowing and energy. I have the ability to describe
physical feelings or symptoms of an illness. I cannot treat illness or in any way replace a vet’s service, but in some cases I

People contact me for all kinds of reasons. Some are at the
end of their rope even when they do not believe in what I do.
Many call for help with behavioral problems-everything from
anxiety and elimination issues to destruction and physical
changes. Some need assistance when a vet cannot identify
the issues. Others contact me for closure when an animal is
dying or has left the body already. There are even those who
call just to check in with their animal friend. Most people
can see a change in behavior or attitude of the animal just
because the animal feels respected by a new attempt to
understand them.

How can we learn to communicate with our
animals?
I consider it part of my path to assist others who are ready to
bring to consciousness their own ability to do this. We are all
born with the ability, but it has been conditioned out of us. I
advise people to begin with an open heart and learn first to
quiet the “talk radio” going on in their heads. Meditation is
the fastest way to do this, even if you start with one to five
minutes at a time. Turn off your television, radio, computer,
telephone and iPod. Get quiet and learn to listen, this is how
you can hear the animals. They have amazing insights and
can really change our perspective.
For more information on animal communication and local
workshops, Bebe Daniel can be contacted at www.BebeAnimalTalks.com or (704) 568-4580.

Coming in April
DISCOVER

the
new
GREEN

Economy

how the green economy is taking
shape and where to find
great green jobs in this special edition
of Natural Awakenings.
For more information about advertising and how you
can participate, call

704-499-3327
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Why Pets Help Kids

of comfort. Melson asked a group of
5-year-old pet owners what they did
when they felt sad, angry or afraid or
when they had a secret to share. More
than 40 percent spontaneously mentioned turning to their pets. She remarks
that, “Kids who get support from their
animal companions were rated by their
parents as less anxious and withdrawn.”

Pets Encourage Nurturing

by Bill Strickland

Children love their pets—and for good reason.
Creatures both large and small teach, delight and
offer a special kind of companionship.

E

veryone knows that kids love
animals. They permeate childhood
media. In real life, an estimated 4
in 10 children begin life in a family with
domestic animals, and as many as 90
percent of all kids live with a pet at some
point during their childhood, says Gail F.
Melson, Ph.D., professor emeritus of developmental studies at Purdue University
and the author of Why the Wild Things
Are: Animals in the Lives of Children.
The amount of money we spend
on pets has nearly doubled in the past
decade, rising to more than $38 billion,
according to the American Pet Products
Manufacturers Association. That figure
dwarfs the toy business ($23 billion)
and candy industry ($24 billion).

dogs) into schools helps developmentally challenged kids learn. Now they
are finding that all children can benefit
from the presence of a nonjudgmental
pal with paws.
In one of Jalongo’s studies, children were asked to read in front of a
peer, an adult and a dog. Researchers
monitored their stress levels and found
that kids were most relaxed around the
animal, not the humans.
“If you’re struggling to read and
someone says, ‘Time to pick up your
book and work,’ that’s not a very attractive offer,” Jalongo says. “Curling up
with a dog or cat, on the other hand, is
a lot more appealing.”

Following are five reasons to let the fur
fly in your home.

In another Jalongo-led study, children
were asked what advice they would give
less-popular kids for making friends. The
top answer didn’t focus on a cool toy or
must-have sneakers. It was: Get a pet.
Whether a hamster or a horse, Jalongo
notes, an animal gives a child something
to talk about and a shared interest with
other kids.
Animals are also a great source

Pets Aid Learning
Educators like Mary Renck Jalongo,
Ph.D., education professor at Indiana
University of Pennsylvania and author
of The World of Children and Their
Companion Animals, have long known
that bringing therapy animals (mostly
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Pets Provide Comfort

Melson began studying the impact
of pets in order to learn how human
beings develop the ability to care for
others. “Nurturing isn’t a quality that
suddenly appears in adulthood when
we need it,” she observes. “You don’t
learn to nurture, because you were nurtured as a child. People need a way to
practice being caregivers when they’re
young.”
In most of the modern world,
there’s little opportunity for kids to
provide for other living things aside
from pets. “In many other countries,
siblings look after one another, but in
the United States that’s not culturally
acceptable,” Melson says. “It’s actually illegal in many states to leave kids
in the care of anyone who is under 16
years of age.”
So, how are the seeds of good parenting skills planted during childhood?
Melson believes one way is through
pets. In her research, she tracked how
much time kids over age 3 spent actively
caring for family animals, versus caring for or even playing with younger
siblings. Over a 24-hour period, pet
guardians spent 10.3 minutes in caregiving; those with younger sibs spent only
2.4 minutes.
“Nurturing animals is especially
important for boys, because taking care
of an animal isn’t seen as a ‘girl’ thing,
like babysitting, playing house or playing with dolls,” Melson says. By age
8, girls are more likely to be involved
than boys in baby care, both inside and
outside the home, but when it comes to
pet care, both genders remain equally
involved.

Pets Help Keep Kids
Healthy
According to a study by Dr. Dennis
Ownby, a pediatrician and head of the
allergy and immunology department of

Children who live with a cat
or dog in their early years
experience a lower incidence
of hay fever and asthma and
are less likely to develop
animal-related allergies.
— Dr. Dennis Ownby, allergist, based on a Medical
College of Georgia study

the Medical College of Georgia, having
multiple pets actually decreases a child’s
risk of developing certain allergies. His
research tracked a group of 474 babies
from birth to about age 7. He found that
the children who were exposed to two
or more dogs or cats as babies were less
than half as likely to develop common
allergies as kids who had no pets in the
home. Children with animals had fewer
positive skin tests to indoor allergens—
like pet and dust mite allergens—and
also to outdoor allergens, such as
ragweed and grass. Other studies have
suggested that early exposure to animals
at home may decrease a child’s risk of
developing asthma.
No one knows for sure why this
is the case, but Ownby has a theory:
“When a child plays with a dog or
a cat, the animals usually lick him,”
he says. “That lick transfers bacteria
that live in animals’ mouths, and the
exposure to the bacteria may change
the way the child’s immune system
responds to other allergens.”

How Pets Build Family
Bonds
One of the biggest benefits of having
pets is often unexpected, even for parents who grew up around animals: They
can help families grow stronger and
closer. “Whenever I ask children and
parents if their pets are truly part of the
family, most of them seem surprised—
and almost offended—at the question,”
Melson remarks. “The most common
response is, ‘Of course they are!’”
Bill Strickland, a freelance writer in Emmaus, PA, recently published his memoir, Ten Points. He regularly contributes
to national publications.
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fitbody
Your dog can be your best fitness friend.
Enthusiastically joining in a regular jogging or running routine will build stamina,
strengthen muscles and burn calories—for
both of you.

Sixlegged
Runs

Know your dog.
Sustained jogging or running benefits many dogs, although
not all, and can be problematic for some, according to
the American Veterinary Medical Association (AVMA).
DogBreedInfo.com supplies a helpful list of dogs that can go,
and enjoy, the distance.
Long-legged lopers, such as Labradors, Dalmatians and
most retrievers, are good long-distance running companions.
It’s wise to recognize that racing breeds, like greyhounds
and whippets, are sprinters, rather than endurance athletes.
It’s unfair to expect small, short-legged dogs to “pick up the
pace.” Short-nosed breeds—pugs, bulldogs and boxers, for
example—have trouble breathing during vigorous exercise.

Get your vet’s blessing.

Best Buddy Workouts
Go the Distance

I

magine the ideal workout buddy; one who is ready to
join you at a moment’s notice without question, enjoys
your company, never critiques your effort or outfit and
doesn’t cancel at the last minute. Chances are, you’ll find this
paragon right there next to you as you read this, watching
with soulful eyes, tail wagging in hope of hearing the magic
words: “Let’s go for a run!”
Your dog can be your best fitness friend. Enthusiastically
joining in a regular jogging or running routine will build
stamina, strengthen muscles and burn calories—for both of
you. According to a recent study by the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, more than one-third of adult
Americans are obese; likewise, data compiled by Pfizer
Animal Health indicate that nearly a quarter of the canine
population is overweight.
“Not only do dogs need exercise, they need a lot more
than we do,” advises Jack Burke, a veterinarian and chair
of the Mercy College School of Veterinary Medicine. Keep
that in mind to stay motivated, then turn off the tube, put the
laptop on standby and head outdoors. Just heed these tips to
ensure your twofer workouts are healthy and enjoyable.
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Be sure your dog has a full checkup before joining you on
jogs. The vet can also advise whether an animal is too young
or old for sustained running, when short distances or a more
stately pace would be better.

Buy a good leash.
A leash is a non-negotiable piece of equipment. Best Friends
trainer Mark Renick recommends using a six-foot lead for
running. “It’s long enough so that you won’t step on your
dog, but short enough so you can keep him under control,”
he advises. Use this leash just for jogging and your dog will
soon connect it with running, rather than strolling while sniffing every tree or lamppost.

Practice obedience skills.
“Sit, stay, come,” and “heel” are commands that need to be
in a dog’s working vocabulary. If they aren’t, enroll in an
obedience course before hitting the pavement or trails.

Start slowly.
Begin each session with a walking warmup. For the first few
weeks, alternate jogging/running with lots of walking. “Start
younger, middle-aged and overweight dogs on a moderate
program of walking 10 to 15 minutes once or twice a day,”
advises Howard Erickson, professor of physiology at Kansas State University’s College of Veterinary Medicine. Then,
gradually add distance, as both partners build endurance.
End each session with additional walking as a cool-down.

Don’t overdo.
The Surgeon General recommends that
for optimal health, people exercise 150
minutes each week at moderate intensity. The AVMA reports that “Dogs will
exercise past the point of exhaustion
to please a beloved companion,” and
advises us to be sensitive to their health
and comfort.

Be safe.
Always keep these guidelines in mind:
• Don’t run with a dog just before
he eats or after he has eaten.
• Face oncoming traffic; this puts a
heeling dog on your left,
away from cars or bikes.
• Check paw pads for signs of
irritation or bleeding. Pavement
is hard on a dog’s feet; grass
and dirt are kinder. Summer-hot
asphalt and concrete can burn
sensitive feet, and snow can
cause frostbite.

Our reason for being is to promote
animal wellness in every way possible.

• Carry water for both of you, and
offer some every 20 minutes.
• Watch for signs of overheating,
such as heavy panting or
salivating, and stop immediately
if you observe these, cooling your
pet slowly with cool, not cold,
water. The best times to exercise
are early morning or evening.
• Don’t jog daily; canine muscles
and joints, too, need to rest
and recuperate.
Fitness is more fun when a buddy’s
along and the health benefits abound.
Learn more at AVMA.org and
RunThePlanet.com/trainingracing/
training/dogs.

We are a full service hospital offering medical facilities,
surgery, acupuncuture, physical rehabilitation, wellness
programs and much more. Our mission is to create a
positive physical, mental and emotional environment for our
animal friends and their guardians.

Kim Vita Hombs, D.V.M., C.V.A.
Dr. Katie Smithson, D.V.M., C.V.A.
Dr. Laura Lathan, D.V.M.
Dr. Janine Oliver, D.V.M.
Kathy Currlin, C.C.R.P.

Promoting optimum health and wellness
by using an integration of
conventional and holistic approaches.
6520 MCMAHAN DRIVE • CHARLOTTE, NORTH CAROLINA 28226
704.542.2000
WWW.ATRIUMANIMALHOSPITAL.COM
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green

FOODS

A Natural
Nutrient Boost
by Dian Freeman

Which is better for our health: fresh greens
or “greenfoods,” dehydrated vegetables
in powder or pill form? It’s up to us, as
individual consumers, to learn more about
the choices and make informed decisions.
Dr. Andrew Weil, who offers many nutritional supplements on his website,
DrWeil.com, is a staunch proponent of eating fresh, green vegetables; he can be
seen on television picking veggies from his garden. “Dark, leafy greens and green
vegetables are full of natural agents that can protect health,” Weil advises. “They’re
a great source of vitamins, minerals and fiber. Some—including spinach, collards,
kale and broccoli—contain antioxidants that help protect aging eyes from developing cataracts and macular degeneration. They may also protect against clogging
of the carotid arteries in the neck and help reduce the risk of cancer.”
Weil notes that researchers are finding that some important vitamins and
minerals protective against disease are required in amounts that may be difficult to
obtain through diet alone. Many Americans don’t have the option of picking fresh
vegetables, although more of us are picking up the next best thing from the local
farm stand. Instead, most families purchase “fresh” vegetables from a supermarket,
which typically stocks produce from distant, massive agribusinesses. Those veggies may have been harvested days or weeks prior to arriving at the store—and
every minute a vegetable is exposed to air and light after harvesting diminishes its
enzyme and nutrient values. Foods from local farm stands retain more nutrients,
but availability is seasonal and limited to regional crops.
Gary Null, Ph.D., believes a more realistic answer to the dearth of green vegetables in the average American diet is greenfoods. This award-winning investigative
journalist, documentary filmmaker, talk radio host and author of 70 books, leverages his considerable expertise advocating alternative medicine and natural healing
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(see GaryNull.com). Among the first to
design a greenfood supplement, his version contains a mix of organically grown
greens harvested fresh, and then juiced
and immediately dehydrated at a low
temperature to preserve nutrients. The
resulting “superfood” powder can be
easily added to foods and beverages.
Most greenfood preparations
include immature, nutrient-rich grasses
such as oat, wheat or barley grass;
microalgae such as spirulina and chlorella; and chlorophyll-rich vegetables
like parsley, broccoli and kale. Some
formulas include fruit for extra antioxidant value and flavor. Greenfood
preparations are designed to meet more
of the body’s nutritional needs than the
single salad and side serving of steamed
vegetables the average American tries
to consume each day.
Some greenfoods are even designed as whole food products for
people who don’t eat fish, eggs or meat,
because vegetarian diets are often low
in protein, essential fatty acids and
vitamin B12, all abundant in flesh foods.
Spirulina, or blue-green algae, is a favorite of vegetarians, because it is high
in protein. Many algae provide the B12
vitamin unavailable in other vegetables
and are also a rich source of essential
fatty acids.
Dr. Joseph Mercola, another national health advisor, DrMercola.com,
touts chlorella, a natural green algae
found in many greenfood preparations.
He credits it with strengthening the
immune system and providing enzymes
and intestinal flora that support digestion and elimination. Microalgae’s
beta-carotene content also provides
antioxidants. A paper he published in
the Journal of Nutritional and Environmental Medicine further concluded that
“Chlorella works to effectively filter out
toxins from your body.”
Microalgae are high in chlorophyll,
a common ingredient in all greenfoods,
with chlorella offering the highest levels.
Chlorophyll is chemically similar to
human blood. Natural practitioners
through the ages have used it to help rebuild human red blood cells, especially
after blood loss due to injury or childbirth, and to freshen breath and bowels.
Chlorophyll is considered an excellent
source of vitamins and minerals and is

especially high in magnesium. In addition, an article in Nutrition Research
magazine writes that some studies
“demonstrate that commercial chlorophyll… is strongly antimutagenic.”
Thus, recent claims for its anti-cancer
properties.
The medical science community of dieticians, government- and
pharmaceutically-funded researchers
and medical doctors mostly remains
skeptical of claims about chlorophyll’s
healthful benefits, because many studies have been inconclusive. In answer,
the natural health community might
argue that modern scientific researchers
lack financial incentives to test traditional natural remedies fairly; the bigger
money is in the drugs prescribed when
nutrients become depleted in the human body, leading to illness.
Whole-food purists may prefer
fresh vegetables and the medical science community may scoff at the value
of greenfoods, but those curious about
greenfood supplements still possess the
freedom to try them. Because traditional health uses of natural products are
strongly censored in the United States,
the proof of their value is in the results
obtained after trying them. If bowels
function better, digestion improves, muscles become toned, energy levels rise
and skin and eyes shine after consuming
these products on a regular basis, then
greenfoods may well be the superfood
that their proponents claim them to be.
Dian Freeman is certified in clinical nutrition and holistic health with a private
consultation practice in Morristown, NJ.
She lectures widely and teaches health
seminars, cooking classes and a nutritional certification course. Connect at
AboutHealth@att.net or visit
WellnessSimplified.com.
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wisewords
A Conversation with

Dr. Judith Orloff
Integrated physician
and wellness advocate
by Barbara Stahura
Judith Orloff, a medical doctor, psychiatrist, intuitive and
bestselling author, synthesizes the pearls of traditional
medicine with cutting-edge knowledge of intuition, energy and
spirituality to create a new blend of healing wisdom. She believes that the future
of medicine depends upon integrating all these elements to achieve emotional
freedom and total wellness. Her new book, Emotional Freedom: Liberate Yourself
from Negative Emotions and Transform Your Life, is due out this month.

What is emotional freedom?
Emotional freedom is your ability to love by cultivating positive emotions and being able to compassionately witness and transform negative ones, whether they’re
yours or another’s. This skill liberates you from fear and lets you navigate adversity
without attacking someone, losing your cool or being derailed by negativity. With
emotional freedom, you can choose to react constructively, rather than relinquishing command of the situation when your buttons get pushed. If you get mired in
the muck of negativity, you can’t lead a liberated, happy life.
My spiritual teacher says we make progress on the spiritual path by beating
ourselves up a little bit less each day. I believe that. It’s about baby steps.

Why do individuals respond to situations in such
radically different ways?
I’ve defined four emotional types: the intellectual, the empath, the gusher and
the rock. These are the filters through which you see the world—the default setting of your personality to which you revert, especially under stress. Each type
is determined by inborn temperament, upbringing and perhaps, karma. Because
emotional freedom means being able to remain sensitive, but centered, in an overwhelming world, it’s essential to know your emotional type. Without this knowledge, many people dysfunctionally hunker down in their type for decades, without
examining which aspects do and don’t serve them.

What tips us off that we are absorbing others’ negative emotions?
Many sensitive people come to me as patients and in workshops, who have been
labeled “overly sensitive.” Like me, these people are what I call emotional empaths. Because we are so sensitive, we absorb the energy of others. We sense their
fear, anxiety and stress and sometimes take them into our bodies. Then, we get
exhausted or feel ill. People on a spiritual path tend to gain more sensitivity as they
develop and need to learn how to stay centered and be compassionate without
becoming an emotional sponge.

How can we calmly refrain from retaliating when attacked by
a difficult personality?
“Emotional vampires,” is my term for many difficult people such as criticizers, victims, narcissists or controllers. I say let them be our teachers, rather than tormentors.
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We must ask ourselves: “How do they
teach us to communicate with more
heart and better boundaries? How can
we deal differently with feeling irritated,
controlled or insulted?”
The old way is to get nasty or
withdraw. The new way is to not simply
react when your buttons get pushed—a
behavior that perpetuates war. Practice
what I call the namaste effect, which is,
“I respect the spirit within you, even if I
don’t like what you’re doing.”

Can emotions serve as a path to
spiritual awakenings?
It’s necessary to understand these four
basic components of emotion; their
biology, spirituality, energy and psychology. My book teaches the tools you
need to proactively shift your biochemistry, as well as your energy, and to see
the spiritual and psychological meaning
of what you’re going through.
I see difficult emotions as a laboratory for spiritual growth, whereas
traditional psychiatry often views them
more as tormentors; something to get
rid of. Each emotion is a prompt for you
to get more in touch with your heart
and expand your light. This perspective
changes how you deal with all emotional challenges.

What does it take to overcome
fear in times of terrorism,
economic turmoil and natural
disasters?
Part of emotional freedom is making a
vow not to lead a fear-driven life. That
must be a deep desire in your heart.
Then, do everything possible to overcome fear and worry with faith in goodness, trying to stay in the moment, rather
than catastrophizing the future. Courage
or fear is a choice; it’s not something that
just happens to you. Emotional freedom
is an inner peace movement.
Judith Orloff, MD, is an assistant clinical
professor of psychiatry at University
of California, Los Angeles. To purchase
her book and for information on a free
video class on emotional freedom and
intuition, visit DrJudithOrloff.com
Barbara Stahura, a freelance writer
in Tucson, AZ, has interviewed many
major transformative individuals of our
time. She may be reached at
BarbaraStahura.com.

calendar
Sunday, March 1
Eternity Right Now Class and Luncheon – Love
Offering. Join us after second service for lunch as
we discuss the metaphysical viewpoints of life,
death and the immortality of the soul. Center
for Positive Living, 6101 Idlewild Rd., Ste. 332.
www.cplcharlotte.
Yin Yoga: The Quiet Practice- 2-4 pm. $20. Maureen Scott leads an ancient yoga practice that targets the connective tissues of the body for greater
flexibility, range of motion and realignment. Yoga
for Life in Dilworth, 1920-B Cleveland Ave. 704344-9642. www.yogaforlifedilworth.com.

Monday, March 2

Discovering Your Soul Purpose with Rebecca
Nagy-7-8:30pm. $95, 5-week series. Why am
I Here? What is my Soul Purpose? Discover
what is encoded into your spiritual DNA. Register: 704-588-4623 or nagy.rebecca@gmail.
com. Charlotte Whole Life Center. Info: www.
extrapotential.com.

Wednesday, March 4
Journey into the Writer’s Secret Garden Workshop-6:30-8pm. $99, 4 weeks. Use the metaphor
of the secret garden as a guide to explore writing and symbols as a basis for growth and selftransformation. The Cornwell Center at Myers
Park, 2001 Selwyn Ave. Register: 704-927-0774
or cornwell@mpbconline.org.

World Music for Kids – Ages 2-6. 10-10:45am.
$30/5-weeks, $7 drop in. Learn songs and play
instruments from all around the world. One
Neighborhood, 16835 Birkdale Commons Pkwy,
Huntersville. Info: 704-655-1253 or www.oneneighborhood.org.

Shop with the Doc: How to Bring Home Healthy
Food from the Grocery Store-7pm. Dr. Michael
Smith, ND, with Carolinas Natural Health Center
and his wife, Debby, tour Earth Fare in Rock Hill
for best food values for nutrition, meal planning,
and economy. 725 Cherry Rd. Info: 704-7084404 or www.CarolinasNaturalHealth.com.

Tuesday, March 3

Thursday, March 5

Step Up, Step Out as an Entrepreneur- 5-week
series on the inner and outer steps necessary to
launch an entrepreneurial endeavor. The Bag Lady,
1710 Kenilworth Ave. in Dilworth. (704) 338-9778.
Info: www.myspace.com/thebagladync.

Dance Africa-6:30-7:30pm. $60/5-weeks or $15
drop in. Learn exciting dances of Africa with
instructor Lindiwe Mhlongo of South Africa.
One Neighborhood, 16835 Birkdale Commons
Pkwy, Huntersville. Info: 704-655-1253 or www.
one-neighborhood.org.

Weight Control Worksho-Hypnosis Works! -6:30
-8:30pm. $169/6 weeks. Progressive relaxation,
guided imagery and self-hypnosis to improve your
your eating habits. Healthy Connection Wellness
Center, 3302 S. New Hope Road, Gastonia. Info:
704-823-1577 or www.mysignatures.com.
Holistic Health Network-6:45pm. Free. Kaliana,
an emotional care expert, discusses holistic
ways to reduce stress for children and families.
Presbyterian Hospital Main, Bobcat Room. Details: Belle Radenbaugh, 704-552-7040 www.
ncholisticnetwork,com.

Colon Health - 6:30-8pm. Free. Discover the
simple secrets of colon cleansing. Healthy Connection Wellness Center, 3302 S. New Hope
Rd., Gastonia. RSVP/Info: www.mysignatures.
com or 704-823-1577.
Skin and Bones-6:30-7:30pm. Free. Nourish
and beautify your largest organ. Protect your
skeleton with nutrition. Healthy Home Market,
2707 South Blvd. Info: 704-522-8123 or www.
hemarket.com.

Natural Childbirth Class-Free. 7-9pm. For expectant parents, taught by a licensed midwife.
Ft. Mill area. Register: 803-547-3179. www.
carolinamaternity.com/classes.
Food As Medicine -7pm. $20. Dr. Scott, Naturopathic Doctor, will discuss dietary myths,
interpreting nutrition labels and foods helpful in
addressing inflammation in the body, detox and
weight loss. Signature Wellness, 15105 John J
Delaney Dr. RSVP: 704-752-9346.
Talking Drums-8-9pm. $60/5-weeks, $15 drop
in. Learn how to play African drums with instructor Dr. Saleef Kafajouffe. Drum rentals available
or bring your own. No experience required. One
Neighborhood, 16835 Birkdale Commons Pkwy,
Huntersville. Info: 704-655-1253 or www.oneneighborhood.org.

Saturday, March 7
Reiki 1 & 2 Classes Monthly -Traditional Reiki
(Usui) manual and certificate included. Taming
the ego, eliminating busy mind. Davidson &
Charlotte areas. Details: Hope@preciousresources.org, 704-895-5311 or www.apreciousresource.com.

Sunday, March 8
The Transformation Game-Intro Class -1-4pm.
$10. Soul connection through play! Mirroring
life with accuracy, this tool of Self-discovery and
growth moves gracefully to the heart of any issue,
bringing insight, clarity and resolution. Contact
Christine, 704-577-4735 or christyincharlotte@
yahoo.com.
Managing Anxiety & Depression-1pm. Rev.
Marcia uses the principles of the Science of
Mind teaching to ease anxiety and depression.
Center for Positive Living, 6101 Idlewild Rd.,
Ste. 332. www.cplcharlotte.com or 704-5317993.
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Native American Flute Lesson-1:30-3:30pm. $25.
Flutes available for purchase and provided for lesson. Learn the basics in 1 hour to play on your
own, guaranteed! Taught by Christy Snow. Center
for Positive Living, 6101 Idlewild Rd., Ste. 332.
www.cplcharlotte.com or 704-531-7993.
The Relationship Workout: How to be the Change
You Want to See in Your Relationship-5-7pm. $45/
indiv. $65/couple. 3-week series. For individuals
and couples interested in working out their relationship stories to heal from the inside out. Led
by Aziza. The Bag Lady, 1710 Kenilworth Ave. in
Dilworth. (704)338-9778. Info: www.myspace.
com/thebagladync.

Monday, March 9
Green Your Home-6-7:15pm. Free. Learn how
to save on your energy bill, while reducing your
impact on the planet. Materials provided. Healthy
Home Market, 2707 South Blvd. Details: Robbie
704-378-4211.
Shamanic Journey-7pm. $30. An ancient tradition
to safely contact power animals and spirit guides
for guidance, insight and healing. Harmony Yoga
in South Charlotte. RSVP: 704-960-8295.

As the world community develops in peace, it will
open up great untapped reservoirs in human nature.
— Emily Greene Balch

Chronic Pain Psychotherapy Group-7pm. 90min
session/$45. Supportive group therapy for those
with physical, emotional and/or spiritual pain.
Seasons of Healing Counseling Services, 7810 Ballantyne Commons Pkwy., Suite 300. Info/register:
Cary at 704-860-6944 or Celia at 704-999-1930.
www.seasons-of-healing.com.

Tuesday, March 10
What Nutrients Do I Need?-6:30pm. Dr Haas discusses nutrients you should have everyday and their
purpose. Haas Wellness Center, 3315 Springbank
Lane, Suite 304. Info: 704-837-2420 or admin@
doctorhaas.com.

Wednesday, March 11
Chronic Pain Psychotherapy Group-1:30pm.
90min session/$45. Supportive group therapy for
those with physical, emotional and/or spiritual
pain. Seasons of Healing Counseling Services,
7810 Ballantyne Commons Pkwy., Suite 300. Info/
register: Cary at 704-860-6944 or Celia at 704-9991930. www.seasons-of-healing.com.
Bitter Good Greens- at 6-7:30 pm. Free. Charlotte
Whole Foods Meet Up and Potluck! Learn the value
of bitter greens for health and immunity. Healthy
Home Market, 2707 South Blvd. Info: 704-5228123 or www.hemarket.com.
Shop with the Doc: How to Bring Home Healthy
Food from the Grocery Store-7pm. Dr. Michael
Smith, ND, with Carolinas Natural Health Center
and his wife, Debby, tour Earth Fare in SouthPark for
best food values for nutrition, meal planning, and
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economy. 721 Governor Morrison St. Info: 704-7084404 or www.CarolinasNaturalHealth.com.

Thursday, March 12
How Green is My Life? - 9:30am. $15 members/$20
non-members. A thought-provoking program that
draws simple lessons from the birds in how to lighten
human impact on world resources. Wing Haven,
248 Ridgewood Ave. Info and registration: 704-3310664 or www.winghavengardens.com.
Nutrition and Brain Power-6:30pm. Free. Discover
how poor nutrition affects your child’s cognitive
ability and academic performance. Presented by Dr.
Michael Smith, ND with Carolinas Natural Health
Center. Highland Mill Montessori School, 3201
Clemson Avenue. Info: www.carolinasnaturalhealth.
com or (704) 708-4404.
How to Read Food Labels-7pm. Free. Take an eyeopening journey into the ingredients of processed
food. Presented by Dr. Michelle Dillon, Naturopathic Physician with Carolinas Natural Health Center.
Matthews Library, 230 Matthews Station St. Info:
(704) 708-4404 or www.carolinasnaturalhealth.
Comfort Food Goes Gluten Free -6:30-7:30pm.
Free. Barbara D’Ambrosio presents chicken pot pie
enriched with caramelized onions, mellow roasted
garlic and savory vegetables and also chocolate
cupcakes. Healthy Home Market, 2707 South Blvd.
Info: 704-522-8123 or www.hemarket.com.
Pet Health-6:30-8pm. Free. Natural care for our
furry friends. Healthy Connection Wellness Center,
3302 S. New Hope Rd., Gastonia. RSVP/Info: www.
mysignatures.com or 704-823-1577.
Charlotte Fibromyalgia Freedom Circle-6:45-9pm.
Free. Meet local people with fibromyalgia and other
chronic invisible illnesses. Support and discussions
to live more positively. Myers Park Methodist Church,
1501 Queens Road. RSVP: 704-989-1830 or christineodell@carolina.rr.com.
Natural Prozac– 7pm. $20. Learn to release your
body’s own natural anti-depressants. Explore the
biochemical roots of depression, types of depression, and an integrated approach that may alleviate medication. Lora Solomon, MSN, FNP. RSVP:
704-752-9346. Signature Wellness, 15105 John J
Delaney.

Friday, March 13
Intro to Kabala – The Tree of Life-7-9pm. Donation.
Kevin Townley explains the relationship between
the glyphs and symbols and how they relate to the
astronomical/astrological cycles, personal, systemic,
and cosmic. Foundation for workshop on Saturday,
March 14th. Info: 704-599-1885 or rewald@carolina.rr.com.
Vibrational Processing Workshop Intro-7-9pm.
Donation. Learn a way to clear the Luminous Body
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Get

Natural.

It's not just for granola crunchers anymore.
Join the movement. Get Connected.

Natural
Network

now meeting in March!

MARCH 11, 6-8 P.M.

(aura) and recreate the dream that is shaping your life moment by moment
on mental, emotional, physical and spiritual levels. Tribal Wisdom, 1525
Central Ave, 704-333-1395.

Saturday, March 14
Reiki 2 Classes Monthly -Traditional Reiki (Usui) manual and certificate
included. Taming the ego, eliminating busy mind. Davidson & Charlotte
areas. Details: Hope@preciousresources.org, 704-895-5311 or www.apreciousresource.com.
Vibrational Processing Workshop-10am-5pm, $75. Learn a way to clear the
Luminous Body (aura) and recreate the dream that is shaping your life moment by moment on mental, emotional, physical and spiritual levels. www.
MunaySpirit.com, 704-263-5323.
Intuitive Readings with Aziza -12-4pm. 1 hr. session/$75. The Bag Lady, 1710
Kenilworth Ave. 704-338-9778. Info: www.azizasonline.com.
Yoga Nidra with Katherine Balas-2-4:30 pm. $20. A practice of deep relaxation, meditation and self-inquiry to bring a greater sense of harmony to your
life. No experience necessary. Yoga for Life in Dilworth, 1920-B Cleveland
Ave. 704 344-9642. www.yogaforlifedilworth.com.

Nolia Restaurant

Sunday, March 15

FREE NETWORKING

TLC with Rev. Renee’ Leboa-1:30pm $25. Experience a Treatment Learning Clinic –a powerful practice of Spiritual Mind Treatment to create peace
and positive. Center for Positive Living, 6101 Idlewild Rd., Ste. 332. www.
cplcharlotte.com or 704-531-7993.

366 N. Caswell, Elizabeth
Join us for an evening of informal social and
business networking. Meet local leaders in
holistic and eco-friendly professions in a
casual setting. A must attend for anyone
interested in lifestyles of health and sustainability!

MARCH 26, 12-2

Monday, March 16
Green Your Home -6-7:15pm. Free. Learn how to save on your energy bill,
while reducing your impact on the planet. Materials provided. Healthy Home
Market, 2707 South Blvd. Details: Robbie

Healthy Home Market

Tuesday, March 17

HEALTHY PET MONTH

Texture in the Garden-9:30am. $10 members/$15 non-members. Ann Armstrong will help you create a garden filled with interest, even when the flowers
are not in bloom. Wing Haven, 248 Ridgewood Ave. Info and registration:
704-331-0664 or www.winghavengardens.com or 704-378-4211.

2707 South Blvd.
Lunch ‘n Learn Series

Come purchase lunch at Healthy Home and join
us for Pet Month topics! This month’s guests are
local experts in their fields.

GUEST SPEAKERS

Dr. Kim Holmes, D.V.M, C.V.A., Atrium Animal Hospital
Kathy Currlin, C.C.R.P., Atrium Animal Hospital
Bebe Daniel, Animal Communicator
Christina Natichioni, Certified Tellington
Touch Practitioner

RSVP

www.AwakeningCharlotte.com
Sponsored by
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Free Community Class- Facial Massage- 6:30-8:30pm. Look years younger
with a few simple tricks that you can do yourself at home on your time!
The Wellness Center at Blue Ridge, 9 Union St. N, Concord. 4th floor, small
classroom. 704-795-7478.

Wednesday, March 18
Raw Food Pastries-6-7:30 pm. Free. Sample and learn to make raw food
brownies, macaroons and a variety of cookies – all healthy with a low glycemic index. Healthy Home Market, 2707 South Blvd. Info: 704-522-8123
or www.hemarket.com.
Shop with the Doc: How to Bring Home Healthy Food from the Grocery
Store-7pm. Dr. Michael Smith, ND, with Carolinas Natural Health Center
and his wife, Debby, tour Earth Fare in Ballantyne for best food values for
nutrition, meal planning, and economy. 12235 North Community House
Rd. Info: 704-708-4404 or www.CarolinasNaturalHealth.com.

HHM.1/2Vert

Conquer the Clutter: Effective Steps to Start Fresh this Spring-7-9pm. $30.
Learn the primary causes of disorganization and discover practical solutions
for your home and office. The Bag Lady, 1710 Kenilworth Ave. in Dilworth.
(704)338-9778. Info: www.myspace.com/thebagladync.

Thursday, March 19
Spring Equinox Celebration-6pm-until. Free. Celebrate the first day of
Spring with a ceremony, drum circle, potluck and bonfire led by Steve
Nelson, astrologer/celebrationist and master drummer Saleef Kafajouffe
at Sacred Grove Retreat. www.SacredGroveRetreat.com.
Introduction to Meditation-6:30-8pm. Free. Techniques to relax and create
wellness of body, mind and spirit. By Julie Bynum-Rusher, Reiki Master.
Healthy Connection Wellness Center, 3302 S. New Hope Rd., Gastonia.
RSVP/Info: www.mysignatures.com or 704-823-1577.

2/12/09

12:51 PM

Page 1

THE AREA’S BEST

HEALTH FOOD

MARKET

Nutrition and Brain Power-6:30pm. Free. Discover how poor nutrition affects your child’s cognitive ability and academic performance. Presented by
Dr. Michael Smith, ND with Carolinas Natural Health Center. Ballantyne
Elementary School. 15425 Scholastic Lane. Info: www.carolinasnaturalhealth.com or (704) 708-4404.
Why Yoga Works -7pm. $20 Understand the science and benefits of postures and programming for overcoming hormonal issues, disease and low
energy with Ramsay Mead, MFS, HHP, RYT. RSVP: 704-752-9346. Signature
Wellness, 15105 John J Delaney.
Visualize Your Intentions for Your Life: Creative Collage Class with Catherine Anderson-7-9pm. $25/class. (also on 3/26) Create a visual dream
board of personal intentions for living the life you want. Supplies provided.
The Bag Lady, 1710 Kenilworth Ave. in Dilworth. (704)338-9778. Info:
www.myspace.com/thebagladync.

Friday, March 20
Dowsing & Muscle Testing Class-Davidson and Charlotte areas. Details:
Hope@preciousresources.org, 704-895-5311 or www.apreciousresource.
com.

Saturday, March 21
Kripalu Yoga Practice Intensive with Danna & Richard Faulds- Sat. 9-12
& 2-5. Sun. 9-12:30. $135. Willful and flow yoga, pranayama, yoga nidra
and meditation. Yoga for Life in Dilworth, 1920-B Cleveland Ave. 704
344-9642. www.yogaforlifedilworth.com.
Intuitive Readings with Aziza -12-4pm. 1 hr. session/$75. The Bag Lady,
1710 Kenilworth Ave. 704-338-9778. Info: www.azizasonline.com.
Anti-Aging Day!- 1-5pm. Patented and proven, home-use galvanic skin
spa demos + fresh juicing. Info: www.appleadayseminars.com or 704469-6803.
Drum Circle-3pm. The heartbeat of Mother Earth. In the sacred circle we
call to her, we listen to her, we learn from her and we heal her. Bring your
drum & Gratitude offering. Sweat lodge to immediately follow circle. www.
MunaySpirit.com, 704-263-5323.
Sweat Lodge-4:30pm. Ancient purification and healing ceremony. Bring
a dish to share for community feast and Gratitude offerings. Info: www.
MunaySpirit.com, 704-263-5323.

Healthy Home Market is the place to come
for healthy foods, nutritional supplements,
natural & homeopathic remedies and
4 FREE HEALTH SEMINARS a week!
• The Area’s Biggest Selection Of Top Brand Vitamins
& Nutritional Supplements
• Knowledgeable Vitamin Consultants
• Herbal, Homeopathic & Natural Remedies
• Local Organically Grown Produce
• All Natural & Organic Meats
• Bulk Natural Foods (Nuts, grains, flours, herbs etc.)
• Area’s Largest Inventory of Health & Special Diet Foods
(Gluten-free, Vegan, Diabetic etc.)
• Naturally Delicious Deli with Smoothie/Coffee Bar
3 Area Locations:
HISTORIC SOUTH END
2707 South Boulevard
704.522.8123
5410 EAST INDEPENDENCE BLVD.
(@ Idlewild Road)
704.536.4663
LAKE NORMAN at DAVIDSON
261 Griffith St. (I-77 Exit 30)
704.892-6191

Visit Our Website For A List Of
Upcoming Seminars & Events.

www.hemarket.com

NOW OFFERING
COMPUTERIZED
HEALTH
CONSULTATIONS
With The

EPFX Quantum
Biofeedback
Device
Call Joy Fanning
at 704.522.8123
For Appointments

EVERY TUESDAY IS VITAMIN DAY!
Save 10% On Any Regularly Priced Supplement.
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Become
You Desire
Jonathan L. Harris
Spiritual Empowerment Consultant
Certified Life Coach

Clairvoyant readings
Spiritual cleansings
Intuitive development
Complimentary
15-minute consultation!
10 Years Experience
(980) 721-7925 * J_Harris17@yahoo.com

Retrofest-Boogie for a Cause!- 6:30pm. $75/VIP
includes 1.5 hrs food, beer & wine. $40 general
admission at 8pm. Come dressed in your favorite
70’s style for this Disco Party benefiting Girls on the
Run and the e-Women Foundation. 70’s grooves
by Foxy Cleopatra. Grady Cole Center Info: www.
BusinessSorority.com or 704-806-8380.
Dances of Universal Peace-7:30pm. $10. Simple
dances and chants draw on a broad range of
religious traditions, with a focus on the oneness
of the divine and humanity. Wedgewood Baptist
Church, 4800 Wedgewood Dr. Info: 704-4910315 or danielshurley@yahoo.com.

Sunday, March 22
Advanced Energy Techniques & Tools Class
-Davidson and Charlotte areas. Details: Hope@
preciousresources.org, 704-895-5311 or www.
apreciousresource.com.
Learn First Degree Reiki- 9am-6pm. With cofounder/directors of The Reiki Foundation. Info:
www.appleadayseminars.com or 704-469-6803.
The Transformation Game-Intro Class-1-4pm.
$10. Soul connection through play to move gracefully to the heart of any issue, bringing insight,
clarity and resolution. Interact with your family
and friends in stimulating, supportive and caring
ways. Contact Christine, 704-577-4735 or christyincharlotte@yahoo.com.
Prosperity Plus Workshop with Edwene Gaines1-3:30pm. Donation. Author of The Four Spiritual
Laws of Prosperity will answer your questions
and inspire you to act. Unity of Charlotte, 401
E. Arrowood Rd. www.unityofcharlotte.org or
704-523-0062.

Monday, March 23
Green Your Home -6-7:15pm. Free. Learn how
to save on your energy bill, while reducing your
impact on the planet. Materials provided. Healthy
Home Market, 2707 South Blvd. Details: Robbie
704-378-4211.
Living from the Inside Out-6:30pm. 6-week series.
A spiritual model for the infusion of Spirit into our
body/soul selves will be offered. Energy-based exercises that support this embodiment and spiritual
expression for sacred living and vitality. Lynda
Boozer, MS, DMin. Details: 704-527-4700.

Tuesday, March 24
Living from the Inside Out-6:30pm. 6-week series.
A spiritual model for the infusion of Spirit into our
body/soul selves will be offered. Energy-based exercises that support this embodiment and spiritual
expression for sacred living and vitality. Lynda
Boozer, MS, DMin. Details: 704-527-4700.
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Updates, Research and Treatments for Autism6:30pm. Dr. Haas attended the DAN Conference
October and has information to share. Haas Wellness Center, 3315 Springbank Lane, Suite 304.
Info: 704-837-2420 or admin@doctorhaas.com.

Thursday, March 26
Understanding Hypnosis-6:30-8pm. Free. How
hypnosis can help you. Presented by Jennifer Van
Wie, Consulting Hypnotist of LifePath. Healthy
Connection Wellness Center, 3302 S. New Hope
Rd., Gastonia. RSVP/Info: www.mysignatures.com
or 704-823-1577.
Beyond Mammograms-$20. 7pm. Important new
strategies to decrease breast cancer risk at any
age. Learn about how nutrition, supplements,
hormones, stress and toxins may impact your
risk. With Dr. Deborah Matthew, MD. RSVP:
704-752-9346.

Friday, March 27
Infant Massage Class – 6-7:30pm. $30, Learn
infant tuina massage techniques for maintaining
your baby’s optimal health, boosting immunity
and aiding digestion. BYOBaby. Register: 704541-7177. St John Acupuncture, Park South Professional Center, 10430 Park Rd., Ste 200. www.
stjohnacupuncture.com.
Partner Yoga with Hampton Thrower-7-9 pm.
$20 per person. $35, 2 people, Move farther than
you could on your own. Come with or without a
partner. No experience required. Yoga for Life in
Dilworth, 1920-B Cleveland Ave. 704 344-9642.
www.yogaforlifedilworth.com.

Saturday, March 28
Psychic Development Workshop- Davidson and
Charlotte areas. Details: Hope@preciousresources.
org 704-895-5311 or www.apreciousresource.
com.

Want to mark the
calendar?
We reserve the right to edit
for space and clarity.

Deadline:
12th of the month prior to
publication.
Submit to:
calendar@awakeningcharlotte.com
704-499-3327
Cost:
$10 per listing. No charge for
community events.

Health & Wellness Expo & Symposium -10am-9pm. $10 (with
$5 off online coupon), $15/door. Meet and talk with experts
on alternative and complimentary medicine, nutrition, weight
loss, stress reduction, organics, medi-spas and more. The Park
(formerly Charlotte Merchandise Mart.) Info: www.CharlotteAntiAgingExpo.com or 917-992-4573.
Intuitive Readings with Aziza -12-4pm. 1 hr. session/$75. The
Bag Lady, 1710 Kenilworth Ave. 704-338-9778. Info: www.
azizasonline.com.
Learn to Meditate to Bring True Peace of Mind to Your Life-12:302:30. $25. Debbie George teaches how to increase energy, mental
clarity and calmness. Yoga for Life in Dilworth, 1920-B Cleveland
Ave. 704 344-9642. www.yogaforlifedilworth.com.
Spring into Health Fair - at 1-4pm. Free. Sample vitamins, food,
drinks and natural beauty products from over 25 different vendors. Get healing mini-sessions from area practitioners. Davidson
Healthy Home Market, 261 Griffith Street. Info: 704-892-6191
or hemarket.com.
BIOselect Organic Skincare -$10. 1-4pm. Try and see the new
and unique organic skin care line of based on olive oil and
patented ingredient Dictamelia ,made on the island of Crete,
Greece. Free samples. Health Fair at Davidson Home Economist,
261 Griffith St, Info: 704-644-0963.

Sunday, March 29
Songwriting Workshop with Christy Snow-1:30pm $25. With
20 years worth of experience Christy brings insight, encouragement and empowerment to help you release the songs in your
heart. No musical experience necessary. www.Christysnow.
com. Center for Positive Living, 6101 Idlewild Rd., Ste. 332.
www.cplcharlotte.

Monday, March 30
Green Your Home -6-7:15pm. Free. Learn how to save on your
energy bill, while reducing your impact on the planet. Materials provided. Healthy Home Market, 2707 South Blvd. Details:
Robbie 704-378-4211.

Tuesday, March 31
Store Tour: Bone Strengthening Foods & Supplements-6:30pm.
Meet Robin Ives, Holistic Healthcare Practitioner, in the produce
section to enhance health and longevity. Healthy Home Market,
2707 South Blvd. Info: 704-522-8123 or www.hemarket.com.

SAVE THE DATE
Saturday, April 4
Womens Kundalini Yoga Workshop-1-5pm. $50. Kundalini as
taught by Yoga Bhajan that celebrates the cycles and creative energy of women. Learn meditations, breathing exercises and gentle
postures to gracefully guide you through your monthly cycles
perimenopause, menopause and beyond. Harmony Yoga in South
Charlotte. Info: 704-277-3887. No experience necessary.
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ongoingevents
Sunday
Charlotte Vipassana Meditation Group-Holds
weekly group sits and monthly all day sits for
established students. Ten-day courses available
for all. Info: David Spranger: 704-563-5440.
www.dhamma.org.
Sathya Sai Bab a Center-Invites devotees of
Sai Baba to meet from 10am-noon. More info:
Anjali Pal: 704-544-2761 or ssscenterofclt@
gmail.com.
Center for Positive Living Sunday Service9:15am meditation. 10am – 1st Service,
11:30am -2nd Service. Embrace the diversity
and co-creative power within as we change our
lives through the powerful spiritual principles of
the Science of Mind teaching. Center for Positive
Living, 6101 Idlewild Rd., Ste. 332. 704-5317993. www.CPLcharlotte.com.
Charlotte Whole Life Center Message & Meditation Service-Doors open 10:30, service at 11am.
An interfaith group that honors all spiritual
paths. Led by Rev. Rebecca Nagy. The PRStore at
Ballantyne, 13855 Conlan Circle. www.newdirectionsnc.com.
Unity of Charlotte Sunday Service- 10:30am.
Unity honors the many paths to God and the Divine in each person. Our mission is to empower
and inspire spiritual living in an awakening
world. Our vision is to co-create a world that
works for all. 401 E. Arrowood Road 704-5230062 or www.unityofcharlotte.org.
The Violet Flame Vigil-2-4pm. Free. Discover
the teachings of the Ascended Masters and the
power of your I AM Presence. Learn to invoke
Rays of Light to heal yourself and the world.
Fall in love with Saint Germain and the Violet
Flame! Enter the Path to your Ascension. Alice
Davidson, 12327 Jessica Place, Charlotte, 704302-7335.
Tai Chi, Yoga, Kungfu and Meditation Classes
– Cultural center open 7 days a week. The
Peaceful Dragon, 12610 Steele Creek Road
(Hwy. 160), Charlotte. (704) 504-8866. www.
thepeacefuldragon.com

Monday
Yoga for Cancer Classes-Free. 6-week series.
Presbyterian Cancer Rehab & Wellness Center
offers classes for anyone diagnosed with cancer.
125 Baldwin Ave., Ste. 100. Info: kbruzzese@
novanthealth.org or 704-384-6953.
Elixir Qigong-6:30-8pm. Cultivate the healing medicine within the body, correct chronic
health imbalances and prevent latent diseases
from developing. Tao Healing Arts, 14136 Lancaster Hwy. 704-542-8088.
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Supportive Psychotherapy Group for Chronic
Pain-7 pm. $45/90 min. For physical, emotional
and/or spiritual pain. Seasons of Healing Counseling Services in Ballantyne area. Info: Cary at
704-860-6944 or Celia at 704-999-1930. www.
seasons-of-healing.com.
Deeksha The Oneness Blessing-7pm. Love offering. 1st and 3rd Mondays. Unity of Charlotte,
401 E. Arrowood Rd. Info: 704-523-0062 or
www.unityofcharlotte.org.
Exploring Holistic Healing Series-7-8:30pm.
2nd and 4th Mondays. New speakers/topics
each week. See schedule at unityofcharlotte.org.
401 E. Arrowood Rd. 704-523-0062.

Tuesday
Hatha Yoga-5:30 & 7pm. Gain flexibility and
strength and reduce stress with breathing techniques, gentle poses and meditation. Harmony
Yoga. 704-277-3887. South Charlotte.
Beginners Chen Tai Chi- 6:30-8pm. Learn the
original style of Tai Chi. Chen Tai Chi is a fitness
exercise and internal martial art that develops
the Chi within the body for health enhancement,
self-defense and mind-body balance. Tao Healing Arts, 14136 Lancaster Hwy. 704-542-8088.
Class on the Emerson Essays-7pm. $15/class.
8-weeks. Ralph Waldo Emerson was the first to
break through traditional Christianity to inspire
multitudes to higher thought. Center for Positive
Living, 6101 Idlewild Rd. Ste. 332. 704-5317993 or www.cplcharlotte.com.

Wednesday
Taoist Chi Yoga - 8:15-9:30 am. A Taoist approach to yoga based on the flow of chi and
the balance of the two opposite energies in the
body. Incorporating both flowing movements
and stances that are circular, rather than linear.
Tao Healing Arts, 14136 Lancaster Hwy. 704542-8088.
Supportive Psychotherapy Group for Chronic
Pain-1:30pm. $45/90 min. For physical, emotional and/or spiritual pain. Seasons of Healing
Counseling Services in Ballantyne area. Info:
Cary at 704-860-6944 or Celia at 704-9991930. www.seasons-of-healing.com.
The Spiritual Path- 7pm. $15. Learn the power
of affirmative prayer in an environment of
likeminded individuals who desire a positive
approach to life. Based on The Science of Mind
teachings of Dr. Ernest Holmes. Center for
Positive Living, 6101 Idlewild Rd. Ste. 332. 704531-7993 or www.cplcharlotte.com.
Holistic Moms Network-7pm. 3rd Wed of the
month. Earth Fare.12235 N. Community House
Rd. Cady @ 704-542-3993 or www.holisticmoms.org.

Thursday
Original Chen Tai Chi: 6:30-8pm. Learn the original style of Tai Chi.
Chen Tai Chi is a fitness exercise and internal martial art that develops the Chi within the body for health enhancement, self-defense and
mind-body balance. Intermediate level class. Tao Healing Arts, 14136
Lancaster Hwy. 704-542-8088.
Reiki Healing Circle-7pm. 1st and 3rd Thurs. Unity of Charlotte, 401 E.
Arrowood Road 704-523-0062 or www.unityofcharlotte.org.
Quantum Touch Healing Circle – 7pm. 2nd and 4th Thurs. Unity of
Charlotte, 401 E. Arrowood Road 704-523-0062 or www.unityofcharlotte.org.
Charlotte Drum Circle-7pm. For beginner or advanced hand drummers:
djembe, bongos, conga, etc. Info: www.drumcircle.meetup.com/256/.

Friday
Create Balance for Health and Healing with Massage and Reiki
Treatments-12-4pm. Home Economist Market, 2707 South Blvd. Info:
Lisa Merrick @ 704-777-9814. www.naturalhealingwaters.net.
Drum Circle- 5:30-7pm. Free. All ages. Drumming at the red caboose in
downtown Huntersville.

Saturday
Reiki 1 & 2 Classes & Advanced Energy Techniques & Tools Classes
Monthly -Traditional Reiki (Usui) manual and certificate included. Master Classes, too. Davidson & Charlotte areas. Details: Hope@preciousresources.org or 704-895-5311 www.apreciousresource.com.
Belly Guru Back Care Chronic Pain Class-8am. $20/class or $60/mo.
Harmony Yoga in South Charlotte. Info: Lisa @ 704-780-4586.
Matthews Community Farmers Market- 8-10am. bi-monthly. North
Trade St. in downtown Matthews. www.matthewsfarmersmarket.com.
Tailgate at the Davidson Farmer’s Market- 9-11am. Mar 7 & 21. Shop
for pastured beef and pork, locally grown produce and baked goods.
Downtown Davidson in the parking lot off Jackson. Info: www.davidsonfarmersmarket.org.
Tai Chi at CPL-10am. (No class the 14th) $10. Center for Positive Living,
6101 Idlewild Rd., Ste. 332. 704-531-7993. www.CPLcharlotte.com.
Create Balance for Health and Healing with Massage and Reiki
Treatments-12-4pm. Home Economist Market, 2707 South Blvd. Info:
Lisa Merrick @ 704-777-9814. www.naturalhealingwaters.net.
African Drum Circle-3-5pm. Mar 14 & 28. All ages, free. Join Ahmed
Gbeku of Ghana, West Africa, for drumming at the red caboose in
downtown Huntersville.
Youth Group Ages 13-18-6-8pm. Empowering teens to be a positive
influence in their community and the world. All are welcome. Center
for Positive Living, 6101 Idlewild Rd. Ste. 332, Charlotte. 704-531-7993
or www.cplcharlotte.com.

to submit calendar listings:
To ensure we keep our community calendar current, ongoing events must be
submitted each month.
Deadline: 12th of the month prior to publication.
Submit to: calendar@awakeningcharlotte.com
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communityresourceguide
… connecting you to leaders in holistic & environmental businesses in our community

Reach 70,000+ readers looking for your products and services.
Ad deadline: 12th of the month. To place a listing: ads@awakeningcharlotte.com

ACUPUNCTURE
CHARLOTTE ACUPUNCTURE

Hope Peek, LAc & Todd Trembula, L.Ac
700 East Blvd.,
(704) 333-8899
www.charlotteacupuncture.com
Licensed acupuncturists
using acupuncture, herbal
medicine, and nutritional
therapy to effectively treat
many conditions including:
infertility, women’s health,
insomnia, depression, pain,
stress, and weight
management. See ad page 42.

DR. MICHAEL STADTMAUER
2040-B Randolph Road
Charlotte, NC 28207
(704) 373-9976
www.drstadtmauer.com

Being an Acupuncturist as
well as a Naturopathic
Physician, my goal is to
combine the best of what
both Eastern and Western
natural medicine has to
offer. See ad page 17.

DARREN HOLMAN, L.AC. MAOM
Acupuncturist and Oriental
Medicine Practitioner
704-942-5300

Darren is a knowledgeable,
compassionate general
practitioner who strives to
educate as well as heal his
patients. He uses acupuncture
and Chinese herbs to treat
health concerns of all kinds.
See ad page 22.

GREEN CROSS ACUPUNCTURE

Dr. Eddie Choi, L.Ac., OMD
6404 Carmel Rd., Suite 202, Charlotte
(704) 540-6900
Offering Acupuncture, Chinese
Herbal Medicine, Japanese style
needle skills and alternative
health services to provide the
highest standard of health
enhancement. www.
gcacupuncture.com. See ad
page 35.
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ACUPUNCTURE
ST JOHN ACUPUNCTURE
Marston St. John, L.Ac.
(704) 541-7177, Charlotte
www.stjohnacupuncture.com

Offering the highest quality health care to adults,
children and infants. Feel healthy, be healthy,
think positive and enjoy your life. See ad pg 13.

TAO HEALING ARTS

Camilo Sanchez, OMD. L. Ac. RYT
(704) 542-8088
www.taohealingarts.net
With 20 years experience in
Acupuncture and Chinese
medicine, Dr. Sanchez’s
expertise is to identify the
underlying root cause of
health imbalances. He
specializes in the treatment
of pain conditions,
women’s health, digestive disorders, sport
injuries, stress, and chronic diseases. His approach
to wellness is to empower people to awaken the
healing medicine within the body. See ad page 47.

WANG’S ACUPUNCTURE & HERBAL
CLINIC
Dr.’s Jeffrey Wang
& Mary Ren, DOM, L.Ac
(704) 968-0351
www.ballantyneacupuncture.com

Acupuncture & herbal
experts and professors from
China with 26 years clinical
experience now serving
Charlotte. See ad page 58.

ART
PACIFICA ARTISAN STUDIO & SHOP
7703 Old Waxhaw Monroe Road
Waxhaw, (704)243-6445
www.pacificashop.com

Wearable art. Unique & original creations made
with you in mind. See pg xx.

AYURVEDA
DR. ARUNA PATKI, BAMS

NCTMB, LMBT #6253
(704) 808-0708
www.massageayurveda.com
www.ayurvedahealingspa.com
Ayurvedic treatment involves establishing an
individual’s mind-body constitution and nature of
imbalance. Treatment consists of herbal remedies,
massage therapies, dietary and lifestyle choices.
See ad pg 39.

CHIROPRACTOR
NETWORK CHIROPRACTIC OF
CHARLOTTE, P.A.
Kristi Mauldin
5200 Park Rd., Suite 131
(704) 497-0954

Dr. Mauldin utilizes
Network Spinal Analysis, a
gentle, mind/body approach
to chiropractic. QXCI
biofeedback and energy
work available. Free
consultation. See ad pg.
55.

COLONICS
CHARLOTTE COLON
HYDROTHERAPY

Paul & Catherine Simard
942 West Hill Street, Charlotte NC 28208
704-858-4802 or 704-858-4803
www.charlottecolonhydrotherapy.com
Get Healthy with Colonics! We are located in the
downtown Charlotte area behind the Bank of America
Stadium. Free parking behind our building.

COLONICS
HURLEY WELLNESS CENTER

www.HurleyWellnessCenter.com
1807 South Main Street, Kannapolis, NC 28081
704-938-1589
For the most comfortable,
relaxing, and private colon
cleansing experience , schedule
your colonic with us today.
Cleaned, puriﬁed, magnetized,
warmed water for your safety.
Packages available. See ad pg
9.

COUNSELORS
BELINDA HAVERDILL, M.A., L.P.C.
7810 Pineville-Matthews Rd. Suite 6
(704) 540-2855
bh@beindahaverdill.com

Promoting a holistic approach
in exploring opportunities to
deal with life’s struggles
which go beyond focusing on
symptoms. Belinda’s
approach is empowering,
compassionate and life
changing. See ad page 10.

LESLIE MAITRI, M.ED., LPC, CHT
Mindfulness-Based Psychotherapy
Cotswold area of Charlotte
(704) 458-5561
www.BeingHome.info

For those that are looking for
someone that can listen well,
respect your experience, and
facilitate deep lasting change
and transformation.
Counseling and Psychotherapy
services are reimbursable by
most insurance companies.

MANDORLA COUNSELING &
CONSULTING
Mandy Eppley, M.A., LPC
Tammy A. Starling, M.Ed., LPC
1204 The Plaza, Suite 2
(704) 372-4010
www.mandorlacounseling.com

and women’s issues.

Make empowered choices!
Counseling that includes
compassionate support &
practical feedback toward
personal & spiritual growth.
Specializing in relationship
tools, inﬁdelity, loss
recovery, depression/anxiety

COUNSELORS
SEASONS OF HEALING COUNSELING
Cary Collins, MEd., LPC
Celia Waller, B. S.
7810 Ballantyne Commons Pkwy, #300
(704) 860-6944
www.seasons-of-healing.com

Supportive group and individual psychotherapy
for physical, emotional and spiritual pain due to
illness, injury or life transitions. Motivational
consultation is also included as part of the
therapeutic process. See ad page 24.

CRYSTALS
DEBBIE GREGOR, RN, HNC, EFT-ADV
Swanwarrior Healing Arts
Healing Circles/Workshops
(704) 960-8295

Individual and group appointments. Crystal
energy grids, emotional release work, shamanic
journeys, spirit coaching, Awakening energetic
healing process. See ad pg 55.

DENTIST
HERB MILLS, DDS

Lake Norman Area
(704) 483-9797
www.herbertmillsdds.com
Offering wellness-focused
dentistry, environmentalfriendly technologies and
metal free restorations
available. Only 20 minutes
from downtown Charlotte.
Discover the smile of health
today! See ad pg 31.

EMOTIONAL FREEDOM
TECHNIQUES
JAN LUTHER EFT MASTER

Meta-NLP, Reiki Master, TAT
www.JanLuther.com
“The home of EFT with a Guarantee!”
(704) 563-0874
1 of only 9 U.S. EFT
Masters, Jan offers personal
sessions, trainings and topic
speciﬁc workshops. In
addition to coaching and
mentoring for new
practitioners her specialties
are grief, relationships and
putting the Law Of Attraction to Work. See ad pg
25.

ENERGY AUDIT &
RENOVATION
GREENMODELING

Energy Audits, Green Building and
Remodeling, Residential & Commercial
www.GreenmodelingNC.com
(704) 999-4636
Lower utility bills and
increase value, efﬁciency
and sustainability of your
property. Solar hot water,
rainwater harvesting,
weatherization, air and water
puriﬁcation, and so much more.

ENERGY HEALING
A RADIANT LIFE HEALTH CENTER

PAUL PLASCYK, DDS

(704) 841-7358
South Charlotte
www.ExcellentPatientCare.com
Dr. Plascyk offers
“minimally invasive” dental
care as well as metal-free
ﬁllings and crowns. Natural
and holistic disease
prevention blended with
state of the art equipment.
See ad page 3.

DRUMMAKING
COMPLETED CIRCLE DRUMS

DrumMaking Workshops and Pre-Made
Frame Drums
Devan and Dave
(704) 502-6611
www.CompletedCircleDrums.com
Birth your own drum in one
of our DrumMaking and
Journeying Workshops or
we can create a drum
speciﬁcally made for you.

for Body, Mind & Spirit
FREE Intro to REIKI
704-280-1010

Reduce stress. Remove energy
blocks. Guided meditations;
therapeutic essential oils; DNA
attunements; intuitive readings.
Linda Backes, Reiki Master
instructor, practitioner
reikieducation.org, web.mac
com/a_radiant_life .

MATTERS OF THE HEART

A Natural Pathway
438 Williamson Road, Mooresville
980-721-3101
Reiki Artisan, Donna Sharon,
balances energies, assisting
individuals to reconnect with
their own unique design ...
toward empowering their true
nature. Aqua Detox - Ear
Candling - Reﬂexology www.
mattersoftheheart-ki.com
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FITNESS
THE PEACEFUL DRAGON

12610 Steele Creek Rd. (Hwy. 160)
Charlotte, NC 28273, (704) 504-8866
www.ThePeacefulDragon.com
Tai Chi, Kungfu, Yoga, and
Meditation. Traditional and
authentic classes 7 days a week.
Take control of your ﬁtness,
stress reduction, healing and selfdefense. Programs for kids aged
3 and up, through senior citizens.
See ad inside front cover.

GIFT SHOPS
FREE SPIRIT GIFT SHOP
Marie Hadden
2621 Weddington Road
(704) 291-9393

Come in to experience all the peace and joy a spiritual
shop can offer. We offer a wide variety of items for your
enjoyment. http://clik.to/freespiritgiftshop. Now offering
Meditation/Shamanic journeys. See ad page 35.

MAMA BESSIE’S PLACE

Botanica, Spiritual Supplies, Gifts & Books
3010 Monroe Road, Suite 104
Charlotte, NC 28205
(704) 632-9911
We offer spiritual readings by appointment
and a diverse array of supplies, gifts and books
representing a variety of religious/spiritual beliefs
and practices. See ad pg 25.

ONE NEIGHBORHOOD

16835 Birkdale Commons Parkway, Suite D
Huntersville, NC 28078
(704) 655-1253
Give two gifts at once. We are
your resource for fairly-traded
arts and crafts from around the
world. Our aim is to effect
positive change in our community and abroad by participating
in the fair trade movement.

GRAPHIC DESIGN
MELISSA OYLER DESIGNS
Melissa Oyler
(704) 560-9212
www.melissaoyler.com

Melissa Oyler Designs creates
books that are more than just
photo albums. Everyone has a
story to tell, and Melissa can tell
yours in true fairy-tale fashion
with a mixture of photos and
words. Wedding, family reunion,
or baby’s ﬁrst year? All moments
you’ll want to remember for a lifetime. See ad page 17.
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HERBALS
ANGIE WILLS

Registered Pharmacist
Natural Health Consultant
(704) 877-5396

Offering natural health
consultations from a scientiﬁc
point of view where east meets
west. Receive a Free Online
Health analyzer at www.mynsp.
com/naturalpharmacist. Call for
an appointment. See ad pg 43.

HERBALS & SUPPLEMENTS

HYPERBARIC OXYGEN
THERAPY
CHARLOTTE METRO HYPERBARICS
Huntersville, NC 28078
www.hboinfo/ncarolina.htm
704-875-7189

North Carolina’s premier outpatient hyperbaric therapy
center. Incorporating space age technology to treat
patients of all ages by saturating the body with oxygen.
See ad pg 15.

INTEGRATIVE HEALTH
RESOURCES

CLARA’S CHOICE FOR HERBS

STEVE FAZIA, B.S., C.N., MRA

Bringing Health to Life
590 Indian Trail Rd., Indian Trail NC
(704) 821-5306

“Good Health Is NOT Expensive, It’s Priceless!”
www.immuneprotection.ws
(704) 763-5569

A retail store dedicated to bringing awareness
through education and guidance to help you
physically, spiritually and mentally achieve
wellness through the body’s own healing ability.

20 years experience in natural approaches to achieving
optimum health. Featuring pharmaceutical grade
nutraceuticals. Specializing in immune system
disorders. FREE Initial 30 minute consultation.

HOLISTIC HEALTH
HOLISTIC HEALTH NETWORK

Sponsored by the Charlotte Network of
the American Holistic Nurses Association
Belle Radenbaugh
(704) 542-7040
www.ncholisticnetwork.com
Interested in holistic healthcare? Join us at 6:45PM on
the ﬁrst Tuesday of the month, September to June, at
Charlotte’s Presbyterian Hospital. Interesting topics by
dynamic speakers. See calendar for details.

HOMEOPATHY
MICHAEL T. SMITH, N.D.

Carolinas Natural Health Center
1212 Mann Dr., Ste. 100,
Matthews, NC 28105,
(704) 708-4404
www.CarolinasNaturalHealth.com
Providing whole family
healthcare. Specializing in
classical homeopathy and
clinical nutrition. Treating
people with conditions
ranging from diabetes to
ADHD. Restoring health
naturally. See ad page 58.

VAISHALI SHAH

Bachelor of Homeopathic Medicine
(704) 975-8590
Educating people to ﬁnd the right remedy using
fundamental principles of Homeopathy so that
it can be used in a safe and effective manner.
Offering short courses for people interested in
learning homeopathy for self-help.

INTUITIVE
STONE BONE WATER

Intuitive readings by Cheryl Ann
(704) 779-2255
www.stonebonewater.com
“A truly gifted psychic with
deep integrity” For
guidance, perspective,
healing, and peace, through
a greater understanding of
past patterns inﬂuencing
your life right now.

LIFE COACH
ENERGYCONNECT COACHING, LLC
Jackie Burleson (CPC, MBA)
(704) 529-5287
www.eccoaching.com

Certiﬁed Transformational Life
Coach. Learn to appreciate who
you truly are and experience
more joy, inner peace and
positive energy. Certiﬁed in
Vibrational Healing and EFT
(Emotional Freedom
Techniques). See ad page 55.

MARTIAL ARTS
THE PEACEFUL DRAGON

12610 Steele Creek Rd,
HWY 160 Charlotte, NC
(704) 504-8866
www.ThePeacefulDragon.com
Tai Chi, Kungfu, Yoga, and
Meditation. Traditional and
authentic classes 7 days a week.
Take control of your ﬁtness,
stress reduction, healing and
self-defense. Programs for kids
aged 3 and up, through senior
citizens. See ad inside front cover.

MASSAGE
RICKY PREVATTE, LMBT #1154
(704) 890-8225
Package Deals/New Client Specials
SouthCharlotteMobileMassage.com

Ricky has over 20 years experience and specializes in
Neromuscular Therapy. Blind since birth, he has an
innate sense of touch that pinpoints and releases the root
cause of many conditions.

MASSAGE CLINIC
ESSENTIAL THERAPY

Laura Vokoun, LMBT, NC#5315
447 S. Sharon Amity, Suite 225
(704) 806-8380
laura@essentialtherapync.com
RELIEVE your pain,
RETRAIN your muscles,
REBALANCE your body, &
RELAX and enjoy life.
Massage Therapy for Pain
Management, Injury Recovery/
Prevention, Stress Reduction,
Relaxation. $10 off your ﬁrst

visit.

MEDIUM
KATHY HASTY

Medium/Clairvoyant
Animal Communication
(704) 764-3005
Contact loved ones who have passed with an experienced
medium. Utilizing psychometry or energetic imprints
recorded in objects. Call for appointment! See ad pg 54.

MEETINGS WITH MOVIES
SUSAN LOVEJOY, MA

Cinema Nirvana
(704) 864-5547
www.sacredspacecelebrations.com
A dynamic facilitator and
fugitive from the corporate
world! I use ﬁlms to help
jump start your group’s
process to ﬁnd exciting and
innovative solutions.

MIND-BODY
INTEGRATION
STEVEN J. CUDDY, M.S., LMBT

Relaxing Body and Mind
8318 Pineville-Matthews Rd., Suite 271
Charlotte, NC 28226
(704) 930-6686
Don’t be a prisoner of limiting
beliefs-Free Yourself! Sessions
include: Emotional Freedom
Technique, Touch for Health,
Shiatsu and Bach Flowers.
Free phone consultation. 15
years experience.

NATIVE AMERICAN FLUTE
INSTRUCTION
CHRISTY SNOW

NATUROPATH
JESSICA STADTMAUER, ND

The Art of Living Center
1201 East Boulevard Charlotte, NC 28203
(704) 342-0662
jstadtmauernd@yahoo.com
Specializing in Naturopathic care
for women and children. Using
state-of-the-art testing, nutrition,
homeopathy, detoxiﬁcation and
bio-identical hormones, Dr.
Stadtmauer customizes
treatments to her patients
individual needs and goals.
Restoring health, vitality and
balance naturally. See ad page 15.

DR. MICHAEL STADTMAUER
2040-B Randolph Rd.
(704) 373-9976
www.drstadtmauer.com

(704) 516-7113
Listen & Purchase CDs:
www.christysnow.com

Being a Naturopathic
Physician as well as an
Acupuncturist, my goal is to
combine the best of what
both Eastern and Western
natural medicine have to
offer. See ad page 17.

An intuitive, encouraging
and patient instructor. Learn
techniques that will give a
voice to the ﬂute song within
you. Flutes provided for
class and available for sale.

PETS
MEOW & FETCH PET SITTING

NATUROPATH
MICHAEL T. SMITH, ND

Carolinas Natural Health Center
1212 Mann Dr., Ste. 100,
Matthews, NC 28105
(704) 708-4404
www.CarolinasNaturalHealth.com
Providing whole family
healthcare. Specializing in
classical homeopathy and
clinical nutrition. Treating
people with conditions
ranging from diabetes to
ADHD. Restoring health
naturally! See ad page 58.

DR. LORA HURLEY, ND, CTN

ANCB Board Certified Traditional
Naturopath
Certified Live-Blood Cell Analysis
Certified Brimhall Practitioner
Certified Lymphatic Tissue Detoxification
704-938-1589
www.HurleyWellnessCenter.com

Cindy Harris
(704) 391-9364

In home pet care for busy
professionals or while you
travel. Visit www.
meowandfetch.com for more
information. Bonded and
Insured. See ad pg 19.

PSYCHIC
CHARLOTTE’S PSYCHIC MEDIUM
Mary Beth Wrenn
(704) 566-8300
www.marybethwrenn.com

In-Person, Telephone, Online
Readings & Gallery/
Workshops. Aura, Tarot,
Clairvoyant Visions of Past,
Present, Future & Other Side.
References Available — Over
20 Years Experience!

With nearly two decades of
clinical research as a
healthcare provider and
educator; Dr. Hurley is
conﬁdent that no matter what
your complaints are that she
and her team at Hurley
Wellness Center can help you
with your Wellness Healthcare, Nutrition and Whole
Body Detoxiﬁcation. See ad pg 9.
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REFLEXOLOGY
ALTERNATIVES

Jan Riebe
704-506-9986
Lake Norman Area
Offering reﬂexology
(therapeutic foot massage),
ear candling, reiki and ionic
detoxing foot spas. Call for
10% off your ﬁrst session.
www.edmundcenter.com.

REIKI
Experience: Feeling “seen,”
intrinsically valued and
unconditionally loved.
Profound stress and pain
reduction and jump-start
healing through gentle yet
powerful Reiki. 18 years
experience. See ad pg 8.

SHAMANISM
FREE SPIRIT GIFT SHOP
Marie Hadden
2621 Weddington Rd.
(704) 291-9393

SPIRITUAL CENTERS
CENTER FOR POSITIVE LIVING

Co-Ministers: Renee LeBoa & Christy Snow
6101 Idlewild Rd., Ste. 332 Charlotte, NC 28212
(704) 531-7993
www.CPLcharlotte.com
We are an ecumenical spiritual
community recognizing and
honoring the divine nature and
innate goodness in every
individual. We have ongoing
events, classes, concerts and
workshops. See ad page 4.

CENTER OF LIGHT

Rev’s Simone and Matthias Locke
(704) 900-8594
charlotte@centersoflight.org
A welcoming spiritual community and school for
training and development. In each of our 14 centers,
we offer spiritual community, classes, services,
seminars and individual instruction to all who seek it.
See ad pg 35.

UNITY OF CHARLOTTE

Minister, Rev Nancy Ennis
401 E. Arrowood Rd., Charlotte
(704) 523-0062
www.unityofcharlotte.org

Call for appointment. Guided meditation/
visualization to meet your spirit guides and
for assistance in all matters. FREE 15 min
introductory sessions available. See ad pg 35.

SOUL COACHING

ad page 47.

A supportive community that
celebrates and recognizes the
spirit of God present within
each individual. A path for
spiritual living using the
Universal principles of truth.
Offering classes and activities
to support Spiritual Living. See

DIANE MONTGOMERY

SoulCollage and SoulCoaching
803-323-7177
dianemontgomerysc@hotmail.com
Goal setting, release work,
night out with the girls. Play
or process, it’s about having
fun! Workshops tailored to
your needs.

SPIRITUAL INTUITIVE COACH
AZIZA

Intuitive Facilitator
(704) 394-1471
www.azizasonline.com

SOUND THERAPY
JENNIFER THOMPSON ACUTONICS® PRACTITIONER
Om Enerji (minutes from uptown!)
(704) 661-1606
www.OmEnerji.com

A gentle therapy using sound vibrations to
enhance relaxation, mental clarity, balance energy
ﬁelds and yin/yang energies, open chakras,
improve sleep, decrease pain, and change negative
patterns of behavior. See ad pg 8.
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parents.

Over 25 years assisting
others as a gifted
intermediary for Divine
Spirit, Spirit Guides,
Ancestors, Angels, and
Nature Spirits. Offering
intuitive readings for
individuals, couples and

JONATHAN L. HARRIS
Spiritual Intuitive Coach
www.JonathanHarris.org
(980)721-7925

“Spirit is always working through me to provide
people with daily guidance and intuitive
messages. To receive your message from spirit
contact Jonathan Harris.” See ad page 46.

TAI CHI/QIGONG
TAO ENERGY ARTS

Camilo Sanchez, OMD. L. Ac. RYT
(704) 542-8088
www.taohealingarts.net
Dr. Camilo teaches original
Chen style Tai Chi and Inner
Elixir® Qigong to develop the
energy inside the body (Chi)
for ﬁtness, self-defense,
healing and cultivation of the
spirit. Classes held Monday
and Thursday at 6:30pm. Call
to register. See ad page 47.

THE PEACEFUL DRAGON

12610 Steele Creek Rd,
HWY 160 Charlotte, NC
(704) 504-8866
www.ThePeacefulDragon.com
Reduce stress, boost energy and
develop top physical and spiritual
well-being! Learn authentic and
traditional tai chi and qigong at
Charlotte’s #1 school for martial
arts and health arts. See ad inside
front cover.

THERMOGRAPHY
DILLON NATURAL HEALTH
Dr. Jennifer Dillon, DC, CCN
(704) 333-9991
www.dillonnaturalhealth.com

Healthy breast tissue does not develop disease! We
offer a holistic approach to health including acpuncture,
chiropractic, clinical nutrition and thermography a noninvasive, no radiation, early detection screening for breast
disease and more. See ad pg. 41.

TRANSFORMATIONAL
HEALING
DR. VICTORIA NEWMAN, PHD, D.DIV
Sophia Interfaith Center for Humanity
1(877)694-4379
www.sophiainterfaith.org
Caring and compassionate spiritual-based
counseling and support. We transform lives.
Learn to restore balance and reconnect with
higher self. Specializing in grief/loss, stress.

WELLNESS CENTER
HAAS WELLNESS CENTERS
Dr. Kenneth Haas, DC
(888) 602-5883
www.DoctorHaas.com

Compassionately treating the
root cause of your condition
using the latest technology,
chiropractic and nutritional
therapy. Call for
Complimentary 15 Minute Consultation to start on
your path to better health today! See ad pg 6.

WELLNESS CENTER
THE WELLNESS CENTER AT BLUE
RIDGE
9 Union St. N, Concord, NC 28025
(704) 795-7478
www.blueridgewellnesscenter.com

The area’s premier destination for holistic
bodywork and alternative therapies. Offering
massage, bodywork, hydrotherapy, acupuncture,
T’ai Chi , Yoga, and Free community Classes. See
ad pg 37.

YOGA
HARMONY YOGA

Lisa Moore, Registered Yoga Teacher
Located in South Charlotte
(704) 277-3887
www.HarmonyYogaNC.com
Rediscover your natural state.
Take a therapeutic path for
stress management, emotional
wellness, chronic pain and
illness in a small, comfortable
setting. Enhance strength and
ﬂexibility while nurturing the
soul. Facilitate balance,
healing and self-acceptance. HarmonyYoga2005@aol.
com. See ad page 12.

THE PEACEFUL DRAGON

12610 Steele Creek Rd, HWY 160
Charlotte, NC,
(704) 504-8866
www.ThePeacefulDragon.com
Authentic yoga for health,
self-cultivation and
enlightenment. Using
postures and methods
practiced for centuries in the
Shaolin and Taoist traditions
of China. See ad inside front
cover.

YOGA FOR LIFE IN DILWORTH
1920-B Cleveland Ave.
(704) 344-9642
www.yogaforlifedilworth.com.
yogalifedilworth@bellsouth.net

Individualized guidance on your personal yoga
path. Professionally trained, certiﬁed Kripalu
Yoga Teachers. Classes and workshops for all skill
levels: Gentle, Yoga I, Yoga II, Yoga III, 55+ Gentle,
Prenatal, Chair Yoga, Meditation, Kundalini, Yin,
Restorative. Kripalu Afﬁliated Studio.

Want to make sure everyone
knows your business?
Purchase a listing in our Community
Resource Guide.
Rates: 6 Month - $59.50
12 Month - $52.50
704-499-3327 | ads@awakeningcharlotte.com
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MOON
MAGIC
Astrological Timing for Success – March 2009
The Year ebbs and flows like an ocean tide. The tide
comes in at the Spring Equinox and rises upward to
Summer Solstice. Life energy is most outgoing at this
peak of the year. Sap rising in plant stems and worms
rising out of the earth in Spring are natural metaphors
for the primal energy rising within us.

March SURRENDER TO SPIRIT

March comes in like a wild lion and it goes out as a lion
trained to purpose. This month is about enlivening and
focusing our creative energies starting with a powerful
Mars joined with brilliant Mercury in Aquarius on Mar
1. One of 2009’s best highlights is the New Venus on
Friday, Mar 27. This evening will be one of the most
magical of the year.

March PATTERN BREAKING TIME

March

2

thru

6

March

4

March

10

OPEN-MINDED AND IMAGINATIVE
Moon Out of Bounds North

During this time people are more open-minded, free and
imaginative. New ideas are more easily and successfully
shared. This time is ideal for business meetings, announcements and social gatherings.

RELEASING THE OLD, POWERING THE NEW
1st Quarter Moon

The 1st Quarter Moon cuts across the night sky calling us
to cut free of old ways and open to the new and true. This
Moon brings change.

ILLUMINATION

Pisces / Purim / Holi Full Moon
Purim is a raucous ritual of purification celebrated with
masquerade and noise-making to banish the evil Hanuman.
Holi is a light-hearted Hindu fire festival that combines
play with the purpose of burning up the old year to usher
in the new. Each Full Moon is a time of revelation and an
opportunity for healing body, mind and soul. Meditation,
chanting, drumming, dancing - all help open to receive.
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10

13

March

15
thru

20

Moon at the Equator / Lunar Zero Point South
Lunar 0 Points are cosmic balance times ideal for meditation or creative imagining. This one is good for letting go
of old ways and surrendering to spirit before entering the
underworld vision quest. The magic portal opens from
10:39 pm – 12:38 am.

Friday the 13th / Sun Conjunct Uranus
Some may think Friday the 13th is unlucky because of attachment to old forms that stand in the way of emerging
new life. Thirteen is key to letting go the old and opening
to new creation. Every Friday is a day of Venus, a day of
grace, love and beauty. Friday the 13th is very special
because on this day Lady Venus clears from the world all
that stands in the way of true Love.

ENERGIZE THE UNCONSCIOUS
Moon Out of Bounds South

When the Moon travels the ‘underworld,’ our inner world
is illuminated and the unconscious is energized. Individual,
group and global patterns of belief and behavior become
revealed and may more easily be reformed. This is a time
to go beneath the surface, time to do research, change
habits and renovate our inner life.

March

17

March

20

March

20

March

22
thru

24
March

25

March

25

March

25
thru

27
March

27

March

29

thru
April

2

THE LUCK OF THE IRISH

St. Patrick’s Day

It was Patrick who drove the snakes from Ireland with his
drum. Drumming is used for breaking up psychic congestion
and freeing vital creative forces. St. Patrick’s Day reminds us
this is the time to drum out the snakes.

REBIRTH AND FERTILITY
Spring Equinox

As sap flows up through plant stems, so vital energies flow
upward within us opening up new possibilities like Spring flowers. Only on this day can an egg be stood on end - all creation
is in balance. This is a time for singing, chanting, drumming
and dancing. Making a joyful noise now brings joy for the
whole (zodiacal) year. Breathe deep and power your dreams.

OPEN TO RECEIVE

Equinox Gate of Inspiration / Thalia Muse
A Gate of Inspiration occurs every 40 days. Before the Gate
shadows arise to be dispelled. Whatever is blocking the way
is revealed in the time before it. Moving through the gate, we
breathe deeply until we breathe freely, letting go old fears
and doubts and so becoming present to the spiritual power
and promise of the new time.

MAKE A WISH AND PARTY
Balsamic Moon / Carnival

This is the best time for putting wishes on the air and for
bringing people to mind for healing. Wishes made with feeling
may be fulfilled when the Moon is Full (Apr 9). Spring Equinox
celebration continues.

A NEW CREATION

Festival of Eostre / Lady Day
The energy of Spring Equinox peaks on March 25 on Lady Day
or the Feast of Annunciation when the birth of a new creation
is announced. March 25th is the Anglo-Saxon Festival of Eostre, the goddess of Spring. Her magic rabbit, the March Hare,
lays the ‘world egg’ containing all that is to be in this cycle.

COSMIC BALANCE TIME

Moon at the Equator / Lunar Zero Point North
This is a great time for meditation or creative imagining. The
magic window opens from 8:06 – 10:06 pm.

TIME TO LOOK WITHIN
Dark of the Moon

While generally unfavorable for most outward activities, these
three days are ideal for gaining insight through looking within.
The spring flows freely when we slow down, take time off and
go inward. This is also a good time to clear (smudge, clean
etc.) the home to make way for the new lunar cycle.

TIME TO SOW / NEW LOVE

Crescent New Moon / New Venus
The Moon rules the ocean and the plane of emotion. A great
new tide comes in with this 1st Spring Moon. This lunar cycle
offers opportunities for realizing our hopes and dreams.
This is a time to speak up, let needs be known and announce
intentions to the world. Think thoughts that invoke peace and
abundance for all the world.

OPEN-MINDED AND IMAGINATIVE
Moon Out of Bounds North

During this time people are more open-minded, free and imaginative. New ideas are more easily and successfully shared.
This time is ideal for business meetings, announcements and
social gatherings. Happy Spring, Happy New Venus!

Steve Nelson is a professional astrologer who uses tarot, name analysis, and traditional
astrology to help clients realize natural talents and understand personal myths. He may be
reached at 704-375-3759 or email stevenelson@carolina.rr.com.
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ASTROLOGY

Name analysis, tarot, traditional astrology and
charting. Steve Nelson, (704) 375-3759.

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
& MARKETING SERVICES

Experienced, creative business professional will
help your business with management, administrative, accounting, and marketing services. We’ll
create a cost-effective plan to ﬁt your needs.
Cheryl Lyerly 704 697-0117

COUPLES RETREATS

Romantic Vacation/Workshops: Florida/Mexico.
Create Magic in Your Relationship. Deepen
Intimacy, Discover Tantra. Brochure. 1-877-2824244 www.IntimacyRetreats.com.

HANDYMAN

Need help around the house? Experienced and
affordable handyman in South Charlotte. Call Mel,
704-291-9393.

OFFICE SPACE AVAILABLE

Approx 1,500 square feet in beautiful historic
building. Located in the heart of Elizabeth near
Uptown Charlotte. Ideal for health professionals,
attorney ofﬁce, real estate, sales professionals.
(704) 408-2480.

Classifieds
Rate: 50 cents a word | Call 704-499-3327
ads@awakeningcharlotte.com

Life is a pure flame,
and we live by an invisible
sun within us.
Sir Thomas Brown
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businessprofile
Cindy Harris
Owner, Meow & Fetch
Petsitting & Boutique
Co-owner of The Boulevard
at NoDa, an store that offers
gifts, jewelry, clothing, home
décor and more

Education/Experience:

A BS and MS in Health and
Fitness Management. Ran a
health club, had a personal
training company, and spent
a year in corporate America.

Business philosophy:

Stay true to your values. It
may not always make you
more money, but you can
sleep at night with a clear
conscious.

Biggest Business
Accomplishment:

Being appointed as a Board
of Directors for the Humane
Society of Charlotte.

Future goals:

What is your biggest challenge?

Keeping people around me positive, keeping myself positive. There is
so much bad news coming at us from every angle. Taking it in while
not drowning is a daily effort.

How do you stay competitive?

I read and network regularly. I listen to other business owners and
hear their ideas and opinions. I am open to new ideas and prefer
thinking outside the box.

If you could trade careers with anyone, who would it be?
I would be a trust fund baby then I could volunteer full time and not
need a paying job.

To grow personally,
spiritually and financially.

What is your favorite way to spend free time?

What do you like best
about your job?

Favorite Quote:

I meet the most amazing
and inspiring people and I
love hearing their amazing
stories. Also...the dogs...wow
do I get to pet a lot of dogs!

Least?

This is easy...accounting
work.

I love mornings when I don’t have to be up early because my dogs and
I snuggle in bed while I give them belly rubs...its so relaxing.

“Whether you think you can or can’t, you’re right.” --Henry Ford

If you could have three wishes, what would they be?

That there would be no animals ever euthanized because they do not
have a home, that all animals were treated humanely always and part
of a loving home and that all pets were spayed and neutered to avoid
unwanted animals in our shelters.
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Get Natural.
Natural
Network

It's not just for granola crunchers anymore.

Join the movement. Get Connected.

now meeting in March!
MARCH 11, 6-8 P.M.
Nolia Restaurant

366 N. Caswell, Elizabeth

FREE NETWORKING
Join us for an evening of informal social
and business networking. Meet local
leaders in holistic and eco-friendly
professions in a casual setting. A must
attend for anyone interested in lifestyles
of health and sustainability!

MARCH 26, 12-2

Healthy Home Market
2707 South Blvd.
Lunch ‘n Learn Series

HEALTHY PET MONTH
Come purchase lunch at Healthy
Home and join us for Pet Month
topics! This month’s guests are
local experts in their fields.

GUEST SPEAKERS

Dr. Kim Holmes, D.V.M, C.V.A.,
Atrium Animal Hospital
Kathy Currlin, C.C.R.P.,
Atrium Animal Hospital
Bebe Daniel, Animal Communicator
Christina Natichioni, Certified
Tellington Touch Practitioner

RSVP
www.AwakeningCharlotte.com
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Connecting Community

www.meetup.com/NaturalNetwork

Now offering FREE monthly Social & Business Gatherings.
Informal networking events for those
interested in lifestyles of health & sustainability.

All are welcome!
Sponsored by

